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SUMMARY 
Five boreholes in the vicinity of the ancient Ag-Ni-Pb 
mine at Hilderston, near Bathgate have yielded new 
stratigraphic, mineralogical and geochemical informa- 
tion. These results, together with a critical re- 
examination of old records, are interpreted in relation to a 
palaeo-environment profde across a volcanic island with 
coastal lagoon and fringing reef deposits, as proposed by 
Jameson (1980). 
Stratabound Zn-Pb mineralisation occurs in the lower, 
argillaceous part of the Petershill Limestone, which was 
deposited in an anaerobic lagoon on the edge of a volcanic 
landmass during the Lower Carboniferous Epoch (Lower 
Limestone Group, Vi&an Stage). The best intersection 
shows 8 m of mineralised limestone, with underlying car- 
bonaceous mudstone (1 m) and tuffaceous seat rock 
(2 m), having an average concentration of 0.14 % Pb and 
0.66% Zn and maximum values of 0.6% Pb and 3.1% 
Zn in the carbonaceous mudstone. Further drilling was 
subsequently carried out in order to investigate possible 
lateral extensions of the stratabound mineralisation and to 
test for mineralisation in similar lithologies and geological 
environments at other stratigraphic levels, and a report 
on the results will be available at Edinburgh. 
Late-Carboniferous hydrothermal veins occur within 
the Petershill Limestone and in immediately overlying 
elastic sediments, where they are cut by E-W faults and 
quartz-dolerite dykes. At Hilderston Mine two 
assemblages are recognised in the vein: Ba-Fe- 
Ni-Co-Ag-As on a dyke margin adjacent to the elastic 
sediments and Fe-Pb-Zn-S at lower levels adjacent to 
the limestone. Zones of alteration in the dolerite dykes 
carry hydrocarbons and weak Ba-Fe-Cu-F mineralisa- 
tion. No potentially-valuable vein deposits were 
discovered in the present investigation. 
INTRODUCTION 
SCOPE OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
Hilderston Mine, which was worked at intervals from 
1607 to 1898 for silver, lead and nickel, is one of a small 
number of worked metalliferous deposits occurring in the 
Midland Valley of Scotland. The nearest comparable 
deposit lies 20 km to the north-west in the Alva district. 
Although the country-rocks at Alva are Lower Devonian 
volcanics (Hall, Gallagher and others, 1982) rather than 
Lower Carboniferous sediments as at Hilderston, these 
localities are especially noteworthy because they are the 
only two in Scotland where native silver has been ex- 
tracted (Dunham and others, 1978). Cobalt was also ex- 
tracted at Alva and is present at Hilderston. The high 
commercial value of the metals recovered from Hilderston 
Mine and the paucity of evidence for the controls and 
genesis of the mineralisation prompted the present in- 
vestigation. 
Because of the many pipeline routes and other artifacts 
in the immediate area of Hilderston Mine, geochemical 
and electromagnetic geophysical studies were not carried 
out. Using the available 1: 10 560 scale geological maps, 
supplemented by a structural interpretation based on 
aerial photographs and magnetometer traverses, borehole 
sites were selected to determine the incidence of 
metalliferous mineralisation in a Lower Carboniferous 
Limestone formation and associated elastic rocks, where 
they are intruded by late-Carboniferous quartz-dolerites 
and cut by E-W faults. The nature of the Hilderston vein 
has been determined from a reinterpretation of old 
records and examination of museum material. 
Five boreholes of 55 m to 91 m rod-length (total 
meterage 365 m) were drilled at three locations in 1980. 
Core recovery of 99% or better was achieved by the con- 
tractor in the operation. Half-core samples were taken 
from appropriate sections for geochemical analysis and 
mineralogical study and the remaining material was 
stored in Edinburgh. 
LOCATION 
The Bathgate Hills comprise an area of 9 x 9 km within 
the Midland Valley of Scotland, between Linlithgow to 
the north and Bathgate to the south (Figure 1). Hilderston 
silver mine is situated in the highest ground (up to 3 12 m 
OD), 2 km ESE of Torphichen village and lies 300 m SE 
of Cairnpapple Hill at the eastern edge of the one-inch 
New Series Geological Sheet 31 (Airdrie). 
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE BATHGATE 
HILLS 
The first detailed description of the geology by Forsyth 
(1847) was followed by accounts in Geological Survey 
memoirs (Howell and Geikie, 1861; Geikie, 1879) all of 
which are valuable for their detailed descriptions of 
specific localities. These early works were summarised by 
Peach and others (19 10) and this remains the definitive 
general work on the area. Further summaries are given in 
two Central Coalfield memoirs (Macgregor and 
Anderson, 1923; Macgregor and Haldane, 1933). Cadell 
(1925) gives a comprehensive account of the geology and 
also includes many interesting historical accounts of min- 
ing activities. 
Sediments and volcanics of the Bathgate Hills are of 
Carboniferous age and range from the Upper Oil-Shale 
Group up to the Upper Limestone Group. A generalised 
succession for the southern part of the hills is shown in 
Table 1. Much of the succession consists of basaltic lavas 
and associated pyroclastic rocks which take the place of 
the normal sedimentary succession and thereby make cor- 
relation difficult with established successions north and 
south of the hills. Quartz-dolerite dykes and sills of late- 
Carboniferous age are widespread, forming prominent 
topographic features. The succession has a regional dip of 

Table 1 Generalised succession in the southern part of 
the Bathgate Hills 
Upper Carboniferous (Namurian) 
Upper Limestone Group: 
150 m Sandstones, siltstone, mudstones with Orchurd, 
Calmy and Castlecary Limestones 
40 m Basalt lavas 
35 m Mudstones, some sandstones 
1.5 m In&x Limestone 
Limestone Coal Group: 
100 m Sandstones and seat rocks with coals 
1 
Basalt lavas 
200-300 m Lower Carlxmiferous (Vi&an) 
Lower Limestone Group: 
16 m 
16-24 m 
Basalt lavas including Wuirdluw Limestone (4 m) 
Sandstone, siltstones, mudstones 
(Silver-mine Member) I 
Petershill 
Petershill Limestone (Reservoir Member) ] Formation 
locally may = Tartraven and Hillhouse 
Limestones 
regionally = Charlestown Main = Carriden 
No. 5 = Foul Hosie = Blackhall 
100 m Tuffs with local basalt flows, more numerous 
towards base 
7.5 m West Kirkton Limestone 
locally may = Whitebaulks Limestone. 
Regionally - Hurlet 
Upper Oil Shale Group: 
80-100 m 
4m 
Basalt lavas and tuffs 
East Kirkton Limestone (freshwater) 
locally may = Craigs Limestone 
over 100 m 
300-800 m 
Tuffs and basalt lavas 
Mudstones, sandstones, clays and tuffs with 
oil-shales 
about 18O to the northwest or west and is cut by E-W 
faults. The Bathgate Hills sequence is terminated in the 
south at the Heatherfield Fault, a major structure exten- 
ding eastwards from the Central Coalfield with a throw of 
50- 150 m to the south. South of this fault the volcanics 
die out rapidly and the hills give way to lowlands. 
UPPER OIL-SHALE GROUP 
The group is assumed to underlie the whole of the area of 
present investigation and it is possible that the many thick 
seams of oil-shale present in the lower part of the group 
and in the underlying Lower Oil-Shale Group may have a 
genetic connection with the metalliferous mineralisation 
observed at higher stratigraphic levels. 
The upper part of the group is exposed poorly in the 
east of the study area. Exposures are almost entirely of 
basaltic tuffs and agglomerates with localised basalt lava 
flows, which may be continuous through into the overly- 
ing Lower Limestone Group. A 1.8 to 4 m thick 
limestone, interbedded with tuffs and shales at East 
Kirkton quarry, is assigned to the Upper Oil-Shale Group 
because of its freshwater flora and fauna (Hibbert, 1836; 
Geikie, 1879; Peach and others, 1910). Banded cherts and 
irregular masses of silica within the limestone have been 
taken as indications of hot-spring activity. 
LOWER LIMESTONE GROUP 
The outcrop of this group extends north to south through 
the centre of the Bathgate Hills, including the Hilderston 
area. Much of the succession consists of volcanic rocks but 
one major and several minor sedimentary intercalations 
include limestones, sandstones, siltstones, mudstones, 
seatrocks and a few thin coals (Table 1). In general the 
lowest part of the group consists of a basal marine 
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limestone (West Kirkton), followed by bedded tuffs and 
agglomerates with a few basalt flows and rare thin sand- 
stones and limestones. The middle part consists of the 
Petershill Limestone and associated elastic sediments (the 
‘Petershill Formation’ of Jameson, 1980). The upper part 
is a thick sequence of basalt lava flows passing upwards 
into the Limestone Coal Group. Within the upper unit, 
togographic hollows with no exposures may represent 
rubbly flow tops, pyroclastic horizons or thin intercala- 
tions of sediment and a local limestone lens is exposed at 
Wairdlaw . 
LIMESTONE COAL GROUP 
Above the basalts which overlie the Petershill Formation 
the sediments are of a different character. Shales, 
siltstones and cross-bedded sandstones occur in repeated 
sequences which include several worked coal seams. Ex- 
posure is poor within a 250 m wide, N-S band of 
negative relief corresponding to about 100 m of strata to 
the west of the Hilderston Hills. 
UPPER LIMESTONE GROUP 
The base of the group is marked by the Index Limestone 
which is exposed in a few quarries on the western edge of 
the Limestone Coal Group crop. The overlying 35 m of 
mainly argillaceous sediments are succeeded by about 
40 m of basaltic lavas which constitute the youngest 
volcanic interlude of the area and which form a steep dip 
slope marking the western edge of the Bathgate Hills. 
Above the lavas a predominantly sandstone, siltstone, 
mudstone sequence includes three named limestones: the 
Orchard, Calmy and Castlecary. The latter two have 
been quarried and mined in the north-west of the 
Bathgate Hills at Carribber Glen and Bowdenhill. 
QUARTZ-DOLERITE INTRUSIONS 
The Bathgate Hills are cut by numerous dykes and sills of 
quartz-dolerite which form part of a widespread suite ex- 
tending throughout central Scotland. The suite is believed 
to be of late-Carboniferous age and comprehensive 
general accounts are given elsewhere (Walker, 1935; 
Macgregor and MacGregor, 1948; Macdonald and 
others, 1981). Detailed field and petrographic descrip- 
tions of the Bathgate Hills intrusions are given by 
Falconer (1905, 1906) and Peach and others (1910). 
The sills and dykes are petrologically, mineralogically 
and chemically similar and are without doubt co- 
magmatic. Sills are particularly thick and widespread in 
the north-west of the Bathgate Hills where they often con- 
sist of several ‘leaves’ concordant with the sediments and 
lavas. Transgressive steps form dyke-like bodies, one of 
which may be the persistent N-S or NW-SE dyke which 
extends from the eastern edge of the major sill complex, 
southwards for 5 km through the Hilderston area, to 
Boghall on the eastern outskirts of Bathgate. This dyke 
averages 40 m in thickness and has a persistent dip to the 
east of about 60’. All other dykes have an E-W trend and 
commonly occupy fault planes which occur with a regular 
spacing of 250 m or 500 m across the area. The intrusions 
and faulting appear to be more or less contemporaneous. 
STRUCTURE 
The Bathgate Hills lie on the eastern limb of the major, 
NNE-trending Central Coalfield Syncline. Goodlet 
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Fig.2 a: Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Bathgate Hills area at the time of 
deposition of the Petershiil Limestone, adapted from Jameson ( 1980). 
b: Generalised cross-section of the Petershiil Limestone facies (unshadedI,adapted 
from Jameson (1980, Figs. Al and 8.1) with additional information from Borehoies 2 
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(1959) and Francis (1965) have shown that they also coin- 
cide with a major thinning and facies change in the Car- 
boniferous succession over the positive barrier of the 
‘Burntisland Arch’ which separates the Central Coalfield 
basin of deposition from that of the Midlothian Coalfield. 
The Bathgate- Linlithgow volcanics are concentrated 
along the axis of this proposed barrier and presumably 
developed upon and contributed to a basin ‘swell’. The 
aeromagnetic map of central Scotland (1:250 000 Sheet 
11) shows a high-amplitude, steep-sided positive anomaly 
adjacent to the Bathgate Hills, suggesting a large igneous 
mass associated with the swell, but as yet this has not been 
investigated in detail. 
The structure of the Bathgate Hills is relatively simple 
with a north or NNE strike and a westerly dip of 20’ to 
25*. The few changes of strike that are observed may be 
interpreted as flexures associated with movements along 
major E-W faults. This contrasts with the West Lothian 
Oil-Shale field to the east and the Central Coalfield to the 
west, where many minor structural domes and basins are 
superimposed upon the general north-south trend. Most 
of the movement within the Bathgate Hills is taken up by 
brittle fracture in the form of E-W faults. In general these 
seem to be high-angle normal faults with a tendency for 
northerly throws in the north and southerly throws in the 
southern part of the hills. Lateral movement could be pre- 
sent, but is difficult to evaluate owing to the scarcity of 
vertical features cut by the faults. 
LIMESTONE CORRELA TION 
The results of this study indicate stratabound mineralisa- 
tion, in addition to the previously-recognised mineral 
veins, within the Petershill Limestone and in 
immediately-overlying elastic sediments. It is therefore 
important to establish correlations for the limestones in 
the Bathgate Hills and to relate these to the Carboniferous 
succession elsewhere in central Scotland, as a 
stratigraphical base for further prospecting. 
The base of the Lower Limestone Group in the 
Bathgate Hills has been taken as the earliest marine 
limestone, the 7.5 m thick West Kirkton Limestone. This 
has been correlated therefore with the Hurlet and Cob- 
binshaw Limestones elsewhere in central Scotland (Peach 
and others, 1910; MacNair, 1918; Cadell, 1925; 
Macgregor and Haldane, 1933; Mitchell and Mykura, 
1962). Limestones at a similar stratigraphic level occur at 
Whitebaulks (3 to 3.5 m thick) and possibly Carsie Hill 
(4 m thick) (Figure 1). 
The Petershill Limestone crops out 300 m west of the 
West Kirkton Limestone and has been assumed to occupy 
a position about 100 m above the base of the group. Most 
authors (op. cit.) have correlated it with the Charlestown 
Main and Carriden No. 5 Limestones to the north and 
with the Foul Hosie and Blackhall Limestones to the 
south, based upon similarities of stratigraphical position, 
thickness, lithology and fauna. Marker bands bearing a 
diagnostic macrofauna are lacking, but foraminifera 
indicate an Upper Vi&an zone of Vsc and confirm the 
placing within the Lower Limestone Group (Jameson, 
1980). 
Within the Bathgate Hills, published geological maps 
group the limestones into four continuous bands; the East 
Kirkton-Craigs; the West Kirkton- 
Tartraven-Whitebaulks; the Petershill-Hillhouse; and 
the Wairdlaw. However there is no evidence, despite 
reasonable exposure in places, for the existence of 
limestone in the ground between the outcrops. There is 
therefore a justification in an alternative view that the 
limestones are localised lenses developed at various 
stratigraphic levels within a rapidly-developing 
volcanic/marine environment. 
The upper part of the Petershill Limestone is exposed 
almost continuously in quarries from Glenbare Quarry, 
near Bathgate northwards for 3.5 km to North Mine 
Quarry, where the lower part contains stratabound 
mineralisation (BHSB). Farther north, there are no 
limestone exposures for 2.5 km until Hillhouse Quarries, 
where up to 9 m of limestone (c.f. 16 to 24 m of 
Petershill) is exposed over a strike length of 1 km at a 
stratigraphical level similar to that of the Petershill 
Limestone. The exposure gap between North Mine and 
Hillhouse coincides with the maximum development of 
volcanics in the centre of the Bathgate Hills. It is possible 
that the limestones may have developed on separate 
shelves on opposite sides of a positive barrier (Jameson, 
1980) (Figure 2a) and h ence may thin considerably or be 
absent from this area. 
Other modifications to the accepted correlation include 
a suggestion that the Tartraven Limestone may be a con- 
tinuation of the Petershill Limestone (rather than the 
West Kirkton), displaced 1100 m to the east-north-east by 
a swing of strike associated with a major E-W fault. The 
thickness of limestone formerly exposed in the Tartraven 
quarries is not accurately known (3.5 m seen) but it was 
undoubtedly less than that in North Mine Quarry, 
possibly reflecting an approach to the positive barrier. 
GEOLOGY OF THE HILDERS’kON AREA 
THE PETERSHILL FORMA TION 
The formation is defined by Jameson (1980, pp. 37-43) 
as the sedimentary sequence between the lower and upper 
volcanics of the Lower Limestone Group in the southern 
Bathgate Hills. A predominantly carbonate ‘Reservoir 
Member’ (i.e. the Petershill Limestone), is overlain un- 
conformably by the elastic ‘Silvermine Member’. Figure 
2b shows a cross section through the formation (after 
Jameson, 1980). 
The uneven base of the formation appears to overlap 
the volcanics from south to north due to a variable 
thickness (2 to 25 m) of tuffs and sandstones in the south 
which become almost entirely tuffaceous in the north. 
The lowest laterally-persistent unit is a 0.75 to 2 m thick, 
carbonaceous mudstone with coals and marine shell 
bands, which usually rests upon rooty, tuffaceous seatrock 
(e.g. BHs 2 and 3B). This mudstone is a useful marker 
horizon and features prominently in the pattern of strata- 
bound mineralisation to be described. 
The lower part of the Petershill Limestone, consisting 
of nodular calcareous mudstones and argillaceous 
limestone, also forms a persistent unit throughout the 
crop. Thickness varies from 6 to 10 m, possibly due to an 
underlying topography (Figure 2b), and reaches a max- 
imum at North Mine (BH 3B) where it contains strata- 
bound mineralisation. ‘The 10 to 12 m thick upper part of 
the limestone exhibits lateral facies changes which are in- 
terpreted as due to a change of environment from a 
volcanic land area in the centre of the Bathgate Hills, 
southwards across a marginal platform towards a basinal 
area (Jameson, 1980). The lower argillaceous limestones 
are overlain at North Mine (BH 3B) and Silver Mine 
(BH 2) by an upper unit of massive, slightly argillaceous 
limestone. Both units are interpreted as an organic-rich, 
restricted lagoon facies with a slow rate of sedimentation. 
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South of the Silver Mine the facies of the upper unit 
passes through a shallow, nearshore turbulent zone, 
possibly with barrier bars, into a calmer, deeper environ- 
ment in which a reef development is recognised (Jameson, 
1980). Farther south the limestones are characteristic of 
quieter, deeper, offshore waters. A elastic crinoidal 
limestone, forming the topmost unit of the Petershill 
Limestone in the south (Figure 2b) exhibits comparable 
facies changes. This passes northwards into a 2 to 3 m 
thick, massive fine-grained sandstone at the base of the 
Silvermine Member which continues the N-S, onshore- 
offshore profile. Above the sandstone the sequence 
coarsens upwards from carbonaceous shales through 
siltstones and interlminated sandstones into bedded 
sandstones and is interpreted as an infiiing of the coastal 
lagoon @meson, 1980). Sedimentation was terminated 
by renewed volcanic activity resulting in a thick, con- 
tinuous sequence of sub-aerial basalt flows, the base of 
which rests on the basal sandstone of the Silvermine 
Member at North Mine (BH 3B) and rises to higher 
stratigraphic levels southwards. 
VOLCANIC ROCKS 
Detailed descriptions of the Bathgate Hills volcanics have 
been given by Falconer (1905, 1906) and Peach and 
others (1910). 
Tuffs encountered in boreholes beneath the Petershill 
Limestone are usually green, grey-green or purple-brown 
with broad colour banding. Bedding is generally poor 
although sporadic graded bedding and lode casts suggest 
aqueous deposition. Clasts are poorly sorted and are 
usually sub-angular to sub-rounded, although bands of 
ellipsoidal lapilli are common, often with interstitial 
sparry calcite. Texture is variable and grain size varies 
widely from very line-grained tuffaceous mudstones 
through to coarse tuffs and agglomerates with angular 
clasts up to 8 cm long. The clasts are almost entirely of 
fme-grained, aphyric basalt, often finely-amygdaloidal, 
or of reworked tuffs. Sedimentary clasts (sandstone or 
carbonaceous mudstone/siltstone) occur rarely. Harder 
bands show some evidence of secondary silicification. 
Numerous bands of soft, friable, pale green or cream, 
fine-grained tuff with a mossy or mottled texture are pro- 
bably seatclays and sometimes contain plant rootlets. 
Leaching at such horizons just below the Petershill 
Limestone has resulted in slight metalliferous enrichment. 
It thus seems likely that the pyroclastic rocks accumulated 
in shallow water, with periodic sub-aerial exposure and 
possible development of coal-forming swampy conditions. 
The lavas of the Bathgate Hills in general are alkali- 
olivine-basalts of remarkably uniform composition. They 
may be classified as Dalmeny type (olivine 
microphenocrysts) or Hillhouse type (olivine and 
clinopyroxene microphenocrysts) using the scheme of 
field classification devised for Scottish Carboniferous 
lavas (MacGregor, 1928). Many of the flows appear to be 
aphyric in hand, specimen but usually prove to be of 
Dalmeny or Hillhouse type on microscopic examination. 
Analyses indicate that they are relatively primitive, silica- 
undersaturated alkali-olivine-basalts, often with sufficient 
normative nepheline ( > 5%~) to warrant the name 
‘basanite’ (Macdonald and others, 1977). 
Field exposures are typically hard, compact and very 
fresh. Less-fresh, rubbly, vesicular and amygdaloidal 
material is present, but is less well-exposed. Freshly- 
broken surfaces are usually dark blue, lustrous and ap- 
parently finely-crystalline or occasionally glassy. 
Microphenocrysts of olivine and clinopyroxene up to 
2 mm diameter are usually more apparent on weathered 
surfaces, Clusters of microphenocrysts forming olivine or 
augite nodules have been observed up to 2 cm in diameter 
but plagioclase phenocrysts are extremely rare. 
There is no evidence to suggest sub-aqueous eruption, 
and the lavas are interpreted as an entirely sub-aerial 
accumulation, subsequent to the infilling of coastal 
lagoons by sedimentation and pyroclastic activity. 
QUARTZ-DOLERITES 
Typical quartz-dolerites of both dykes and sills consist of a 
coarse-grained equigranular aggregate of grey or pink 
plagioclase laths; dark green mafic minerals (mostly 
augite); black, lustrous iron-titanium oxides and 
disseminated pyrite. The rocks are truly ‘tholeiitic’ in 
character: olivine is present only in chilled margins; 
hypersthene and pigeonite are recognised in some 
samples; and a quartzo-feldspathic residuum is almost 
ubiquitous. The rock becomes finer grained towards 
margins, giving a dark, compact aphyric basalt, but 
glassy chills are not observed. Contacts are usually sharp 
but one contact between dolerite dyke and sandstone 
observed in BH 3A shows a remarkable, even gradation 
over a distance of 40 cm. Rare country rock xenoliths 
(e.g. sandstone) are observed close to the margins. Zones 
of dark green, glass-filled, l-2 mm ocelli and larger, 
calcite-filled amygdales occur throughout the dykes but 
are particularly concentrated towards margins, which 
often have a spotted or mottled appearance. 
Primary quartz is rarely observed in hand specimen but 
the silica-oversaturated nature of the magma is 
demonstrated by the acidic differentiates which occur in 
the central parts of sills and in the thicker dykes. Patches 
of micropegmatite (quartz-orthoclase intergrowths), 
which occur on a microscopic scale in the normal dolerite, 
increase in size in the coarse-grained centres of intrusions 
to form mottled pink patches up to 2 cm across which can 
form up to 50 per cent of the rock. Similar material is also 
filter-pressed out of the rock to form veinlets and veins up 
to 5 cm in width. Other pegmatitic patches are off-white 
and include blades of augite up to 15 mm long. These 
features are well seen in BHs 1A and 1 B. 
Contact alteration of country rocks is commonly 
observed and detailed occurrences are described by Peach 
and others (19 10). In the present investigation, baked and 
bleached basalts are seen up to 1.5 m from dolerite 
margins in BHs 1A and 3B. Limestones and sandstones 
in BH 3A also show some baking and apparent bleaching. 
Characteristic of quartz-dolerite throughout the area, 
are the zones of ‘white whin’ or ‘white trap’ in which the 
normal rock is transformed into a pale white, cream or 
yellowish-brown alteration product. The primary 
doleritic texture is preserved in all but the most extreme 
examples, but the constituent minerals are pseudomorph- 
ed. Plagioclase alters to white kaolinitic clay; pyroxene to 
a mixture of chlorite and leucoxene; and iron-titanium 
oxides to leucoxene. Secondary opaline or cryp- 
tocrystalline silica is widespread and carbonate may later 
replace all of the minerals and destroy the overall texture 
(Day, 1932). S UC h rocks are usually cut by thin veins of 
carbonate and silica. Samples of altered dolerite from the 
Hilderson Mine area have been described in detail by 
Gallagher (1958, pp. 319-328; 1964). 
Most zones of ‘white whin’ are closely associated with 
fault planes and frequently show traces of mineralisation 
in the more brecciated zones. Calcite and pyrite with oc- 
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casional chalcopyrite and zeolites occur in cavities and 
thin irregular calcite/baryte veins have been recorded. 
Calcite and chlorite also occur in amygddes, veins and 
joint coatings in both altered and unaltered dolerite. A 
distinctive feature of many dolerites in the Bathgate Hills 
is the presence of veins and joint coatings of sticky, black 
asphalt. This is particularly abundant in fault zones 
where more solid globules and ‘pseudo-crystals’ of 
hydrocarbon (frequently termed ‘albertite’) occur in 
cavities (BH 1B). Similar solid hydrocarbons are found in 
fault zones within limestone (BH 2). 
‘White whin’ is particularly widespread in quartz- 
dolerites that are associated with carbonaceous shales, 
coals or oil shales (Day, 1932; Mykura, 1965; Peach, 
1910). It is suggested that the alteration is produced by 
volatiles, released during the distillation of oil shales by 
heat from the intrusions (E. M. Bailey in Carruthers, 
1927, pp. 230-236). The observed solid or viscous 
hydrocarbons constitute the mobilised residue of such 
distillation and more-refined brown solid parafXns and 
clear mineral oil have been recorded elsewhere in the 
area. 
FA UL TING 
The most significant structures within the study area 
(Figure 3) are: 
a The Tartraven Fault, which contains a dolerite dyke 
and terminates the main outcrop of Petershill Limestone 
at North Mine. To the north of this fault there is a mark- 
ed swing of strike extending eastwards for 1100 m to the 
Tartraven limestone quarry. If the proposed correlation 
of the Tartraven Limestone with the Petershill Limestone 
is correct, the combined effect of the flexure and fault is a 
throw of 400 m to the north, most of which is caused by 
the ductile flexure (the brittle fault could be as little as 
8 m). Boreholes 3A and 3B were sited close to this fault. 
b A fault which passes between Cathlaw Hill and Cairn- 
papple Hill. This too is associated with major dolerite in- 
trusions and seems to be a weakened continuation of a 
large, persistent fault (with dyke) which cuts across the 
whole of the Central Coalfield (the Lenzie-Torphichen 
Fault). In this area the downthrow is probably only a few 
metres to the north. Borehole 1 B was sited on this fault. 
c A small fault with a northerly downthrow which ter- 
minates the northern end of the Silvermine quarry. 
d The Hilderston Fault which has a throw of at least 4 m 
to the south. This fault carried the original silver vein and 
was intersected by BH 2. 
e The Knock Fault which terminates the southern end 
of South Mine quarry. 
South of the area of immediate investigation the Peter- 
shill Formation is cut by many minor E-W faults and one 
major WNW fault system, the Galabraes Fault, which has 
a downthrow of about 150 m to the south. 
MINERALISATION AT HiLDERSTON MINE 
GEOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Hilderston Mine was worked in the early 17th century, 
the 18th century and the late 19th century. Descriptions 
of the 17th and 19th century workings are given by Cadell 
(1925) and the known extent of all periods of working are 
shown on Figure 4 which is based upon plans held by the 
Scottish Records Office and IGS, Edinburgh. The mining 
history is detailed elsewhere (Stephenson, 1983). Cross 
sections of the original silver workings (Figure 5) are 
taken from a mine abandonment plan of unknown age 
and origin. 
The general geology of the immediate mine area is 
shown on Figures 3 and 4. The Petershill Limestone, 
formerly exposed in the NNE line of quarries, is overlain 
by a massive sandstone at about the present water level, 
followed upwards by a series of shales, siltstones and 
sandstones with a few interbedded tuffs. This succession 
dips to the west-north-west at about 18 to 20’ and is 
overlain by a thick sequence of basaltic lavas. A 40 m 
wide N-S dyke of quartz-dolerite is inclined to the east at 
about 60’. 
Two major E-W faults are recognised, the southern 
one of which provides a control for the mineralisation. 
This is a normal fault with a throw to the south of at least 
4 m which intersects the surface 15 to 20 m north of the 
present topographic ‘low’. A thin E-W dolerite dyke, 
which may or may not be an apophysis from the wide, 
N-S dyke occupies the fault plane in the old workings. 
The vein occurred on the south side of this E-W dyke and 
appears to have terminated westwards at the N-S dyke. 
Eastwards, the fault continues as a mineralised breccia, 
but the E-W dyke dies out and there are no workable 
deposits (see also BH 2). It seems that the vein was 
restricted laterally within the fault plane to the extent of 
the E-W dyke, and vertically to the succession between 
the top of a major tuff unit and the base of the overlying 
basalt pile. 
A longer vein, 60 m to the north of the mineralised 
fault was worked for lead in the 18th century, probably 
with only limited success. The depths of the shafts and 
levels on this vein (Figure 4) suggest that mineralisation 
occurred in both the limestone and in overlying elastic 
sediments. Workings extended westwards for 60 m 
beyond the major N-S dyke. 
A careful exaination of the mining records and old 
descriptions (Stephenson, 1983) reveals evidence of two 
distinct types of mineralisation: (i) the Ba-Ag-Ni-Co 
mineral suite which was extracted during early shallow 
workings; and (ii) the Ba-Pb-Zn mineral suite of later, 
slightly deeper workings. 
SIL VER -NICKEL -COBAL T SUITE . 
For details of this suite we are entirely dependent upon 
original descriptions (Atkinson, 1619; Aitken, 1893) and 
a few museum samples. The ore consisted essentially of 
niccolite (‘red mettle’) and contained filiform native 
silver. Both green nickel bloom (annabergite) and pink- 
red cobalt bloom (erythrite) occurred as oxidation pro- 
ducts (Goodchild, 1897). Galena and sphalerite were not 
found in the old wastes (Aitken, 1893, p. 197) and it was 
reported that the ore contained little or no lead, so that 
lead had to be added to the ore to aid smelting (op. cit., p. 
194). Museum samples containing both niccolite and 
galena may indicate minor galena in the Ni-Ag ore or 
may be from deeper levels of the vein. Electron 
microprobe studies have revealed the presence of bravoite 
(Fe, Ni)Sz in association with pyrite, chalcopyrite and an 
unknown phase approximating to NizAszS in composition 
(A. J. Hall, personal communication, Ologun, 1978). 
The full list of known minerals in the suite is: baryte, 
calcite, dolomite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, niccolite NiAs, 
bravoite (Fe, Ni)Sz, unknown NizAszS, annabergite Nis 
(As0&8HzO, erythrite Cos(As0&.8HzO, native silver, 
possibly with minor galena. Points to note are: (a) the 
assemblage includes a high proportion of secondary 
minerals; (b) the assemblage is sulphide-deficient, the 
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Fig. 4 Hilderston Silver Mine: Plan of known workings based upon original 
descriptions by Atkinson (1619); mine plan by Udny (1772, Scottish Records Office 
no. RHP 6654); Aitken’s description of 1693; mine abandonment plan R175D; and 
surface observations. 
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base metals occurring mainly as arsenides or secondary 
arsenates; (c) in view of (b) and the low amounts of 
recorded lead, it seems unlikely that the native silver is 
derived from argentiferous galena as has been previously 
supposed. It would seem more likely that it is a primary 
phase associated with the niccolite, or that it is derived 
from an arsenide compound. 
Records indicate that the silver ore was found entirely 
within 18 m of the surface, adjacent to the sandstones and 
shales of the hanging wall. The silver vein was up to 5 cm 
wide and assayed up to 1.34% Ag (Atkinson, 1619). The 
nickel ore was said to contain about 30% Ni and 2 % Co 
(Heddle, 1901). This Ni-Ag orebody had a maximum 
extent of 18 x 80 m, equivalent to 300 tonnes of ore from 
which the maximum possible yield of silver would be 
4 tonnes. 
LEAD-ZINC SUITE 
Below 18 m it seems that the baryte vein continued to a 
depth of 55 m with minor amounts of nickel ore (‘red 
mettle’), accompanied by galena. Below this in the 
‘marls’ (i.e. tuffs), the vein practically disappeared. The 
galena contained a small amount of silver (Goodchild, 
1897), which has been confirmed by analyses of museum 
samples of galena + sphalerite (Moore, 1979). Analyses of 
the surrounding limestone from BH 2 indicate a few ppm 
of silver which may be present in finely-disseminated 
galena. The gangue in this part of the vein includes more 
calcite and dolomite than in the upper part and small 
globules of solid hydrocarbon (?albertite, 
&Hz,+ + &Hz,,) have been recorded (Wilson, 192 1 and 
this work). 
The complete list of minerals from this suite is baryte, 
calcite, dolomite, pyrite, sphalerite, galena, quartz, alber- 
tite from which the following paragenetic sequence has 
been established: baryte-calcite - gap - 
pyrite - sphalerite-galena-quartz (Moore, 1979). In 
contrast to the suite in the upper part of the vein, this 
assemblage consists entirely of primary minerals, in par- 
ticular Pb and Zn sulphides, with no appreciable Ni, Co, 
Ag or As. 
SURFACE EVIDENCE 
Surface manifestations of the mineralisation are rare. 
Calcite, baryte, galena and sphalerite may be found in the 
debris around the old shafts and a particularly impressive 
sample with much sphalerite and galena was found in a 
field 600 m to the north of the mine (A. J. Hall, personal 
communication). Thin calcite veins with galena can be seen 
in the sandstone roof of the northernmost adit in Silver- 
mine quarry and dense, glassy slag in debris around the 
limekilns may testify to the lead-zinc content of the 
limestone. In South Mine quarry, a narrow 30 to 60 cm 
dolerite dyke trends N 5O W, cutting the elastic sediments 
above the Petershill Limestone. At its northern end, 
which is only 100 m from the Silver Mine, the dyke is an 
altered ‘white trap’, but 80 m to the south the rock is a 
fresh tholeitte (Gallagher, 1958, 1964). In an exposure 
100 m east of North Mine quarry (NGR NS 9952 7220) 
the southern margin of an E-W quartz-dolerite dyke and 
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Fig. 6 Locations of I.G.S. boreholes and magnetometer traverses in the area 
around HilderstonSilver Mine and Cairnpapple Hill. Geology of the area is shown on 
Fig. 3. 
baked limestone are both seen to be impregnated with 
pink baryte. Forsyth (1847, p. 265) reports that copper 
ore is said to have been worked at one time from a baryte 
vein at this locality. 
PROSPECTING PLAN 
From the information assembled above, two en- 
vironments may be defined in which. metalliferous 
mineralisation may be found in the area immediately sur- 
rounding the known deposits: (i) The Petershill 
Limestone may contain disseminated mineralisation, 
11 
which could be particularly concentrated in the im- 
mediate vicinity of major E-W faults. (ii) Further vein 
deposits could be found in the altered margins of dolerite 
dykes, particularly where these coincide with fault planes. 
With these factors in mind, borehole sites were selected 
which aimed to sample the succession, and the Petershill 
Limestone in particular, close to E-W fault planes and/or 
dolerite dyke margins. Further, more accurate informa- 
tion was first obtained on the position of faults and dyke 
margins from selected proton-magnetometer traverses 
across likely sites. 
Several of the most suitable sites selected had to be 
abandoned owing to difficulties of access or because the 
sites were close to buried pipelines. The immediate area is 
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Fig. 7 Magnetic profiles across the area of investigation. Locations are shown on 
Fig. 6. See text for discussion and interpretation. 
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crossed by two natural gas pipelines (one 12” and one 24” 
diameter) and one ethylene pipeline. Other pipelines oc- 
cur elsewhere in the Bathgate Hills, details of which can 
be obtained from Scottish Gas, Blandfield House, 
Edinburgh EH7 4LP (natural gas) and B .P. Chemicals 
Ltd, Grangemouth (ethylene). Five borehole sites were 
selected at three localities. These sites are shown on 
Figure 6 together with magnetometer traverse lines used 
in the siting. 
MAGNETOMETER TRAVERSES 
Ten magnetometer traverses were carried out using an 
Elsec Proton Magnetometer (type 77 1). The traverses are 
shown on Figure 6 which covers the same area as the 
geological map (Figure 3). Traverses varied in length 
from 250-530 m, some of the longer traverses being ex- 
tended to cut more than one E-W feature. Readings were 
taken at 10 m intervals with a closer spacing of 5 m over 
areas of interest. Traces obtained are shown in Figures 
7a, 7b and 7c. 
Figure 7a shows five N-S traverses across two strong 
E-W features in the northern part of the area of interest. 
The northern feature is marked by surface outcrops of a 
dolerite dyke with a steep, fault-like scarp on the north 
side. The position of the dyke is confirmed by traverses 
M3, M4 and M5 in which the negative magnetic ‘trough’ 
on the southern margin is prominent. On the northern 
margin, the junction between dolerite and basalts to the 
north provides little magnetic contrast. Traverse M5 
shows a contrast between a smooth profile over sediments 
south of the fault and a more irregular, higher y, profile 
on basalts to the north. 
The southern feature is a drainage hollow with outcrops 
of a thin dolerite dyke in the west, cutting the large N-S 
dyke. The feature is an eastward continuation of one of 
the most persistent dyke/fault features in the Midland 
Valley, the Lenzie-Torphichen dyke. The positive 
magnetic anomaly over the thin dyke is well seen in pro- 
files Ml and M2 and may be present in M3 and M4. 
However, in these latter two profiles the amplitude of the 
dyke anomaly is no greater than other peaks caused by 
wild fluctuations in the magnetic field over basalt out- 
crops. Profiles Ml and M2 also show a marked displace- 
ment of the -magnetic background due to a postulated 
fault, coincident with the dyke. The level of erosion, at 
profile M2 in particular, is close to the base of the basalts. 
A small downthrow to the north thus results in a 
significantly thicker layer of basalt to the north of the fault 
and consequently a higher overall y. The sloping 
background in Ml must be related to the thicker dolerite 
intrusions and seems to continue to the northern end of 
M6. 
Figure 7b shows the N-S profile M6 across the E-W 
fault feature at the Silver Mine. The profile is relatively 
smooth with only low amplitude variations, since the 
ground is underlain entirely by sediments. The thin 
dolerite dyke mentioned in the mine records has no effect 
on the profile and the mineralised fault produces no 
displacement, presumably because there are no magnetic 
horizons on either side to provide a contrast. At the nor- 
thern end of the profile, a marked displacment may be 
caused by the E-W fault which passes through the nor- 
thern end of Silver Mine quarry. 
Figure 7c shows E-W traverses M7, M8 and M9 
across the N-S dolerite dyke. The dyke forms a large 
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positive magnetic anomaly with small negative ‘troughs’ 
on each side. Strong positive peaks at each margin of the 
dyke are separated by a less magnetic zone in the dyke 
centre. There is no evidence to suggest that the dyke con- 
. sists of multiple sheets of variable composition and a likely 
explanation is that the finer grained margins are fresher 
and contain a higher proportion of mafic minerals. The 
dyke centre is slightly more fractionated, possibly with 
less mafics and is also more likely to have contained trap- 
ped volatiles which would produce slight alteration and 
oxidation of the mafics, thereby reducing their magnetic 
properties. Profile Ml0 shows that the N-S dyke does not 
exist near surface to the north of the Torphichen fault. A 
remarkably smooth profile over basalts (possibly drift- 
covered) undergoes a steep and sudden increase 
westwards as it passes over the edge of a dolerite sill on 
Cathlaw Hill. 
BOREHOLE RESULTS 
The drilling was carried out by Drillsure Ltd during the 
period 19 January to 5 February 1980. Five holes were 
drilled to depths ranging from 55 to 91 m yielding 
approximately 365 m of 45-mm diameter core. Borehole 
sites are shown on Figure 6 and on the magnetometer pro- 
files (Figure 7). Detailed site plans and borehole sections 
are shown on Figures 8, 9 and 10; borehole logs, assays 
and mineralogical data are given in Appendices to this 
report. Down-hole geophysical logging of y-radiation and 
electrical conductivity (self-potential) was only possible in 
the vertical boreholes (1A and 1 B) owing to collapse of the 
inclined bores. 
Borehole 1A encountered mostly dolerite with no 
mineralisation; BHs 1B and 3A yielded information on 
weak mineralisation within the dolerite dykes; BHs 2 and 
3B provided sections through the Petershill Limestone 
and underlying strata. Significant stratabound Zn-Pb 
mineralisation was encountered in BH 3B. In the follow- 
ing descriptions thicknesses and widths have been cor- 
rected for inclination of bore and dip of strata etc. 
BOREHOLE IA (CAIRNPAPPLE) 
The hole was sited close to the intersection of a 40 m wide 
N-S dyke and a 12 m wide E-W dyke (Figure 8b) in an 
attempt to sample the limestone, at an estimated depth of 
150- 170 m. A cross-section based upon the borehole is 
shown in Figure 8a. After thin superficial deposits, the 
bore passed through 2.5 m of baked, aphyric basalts (dip 
23’) followed by a 7 m sill of quartz-dolerite. A further 
12.5 m of aphyric basalts, baked at the base are followed 
by more quartz-dolerite. The basalt/dolerite junction is 
sharp and dips at 25’ suggesting the top of another sill. A 
1.8 m wide chilled zone in the dolerite gradually passes 
into coarser grained dolerite with many patches and 
veinlets of pink micropegmatite. Some 55 m into the in- 
trusion the dolerite is still coarse-grained with no sign of 
an approaching base and the hole was abandoned at 
80.7 1 m. The 25O dip of the contact at first suggested a 
sill, comformable with the basalt succession. However, 
the magnetometer traces show no sign of such an intru- 
sion and there are no outcrops of dolerite in the ground to 
the east, as would be expected. The preferred interpreta- 
tion is therefore as shown on Figure 8a with a slight step 
in the margin of an inclined N-S dyke. Assuming this 
model the borehole would have had to continue for at least 
another 40 m before passing out of the dyke. 
No significant minerahsation was encountered in this 
borehole and the assay data shows no anomalous concen- 
trations of metals in the dolerite. One sample of basalt 
contains 200 ppm Ni but no appreciable arsenic, so the 
nickel is assumed to be present in sulphides or in the mafic 
rock-forming silicates. Geophysical logs show several 
peaks of anomalous radioactivity in the basalts, par- 
ticularly in the baked zones, which is in marked contrast 
with the non-radioactive dolerite. No zones of anomalous 
conductivity (SP) were detected. 
. 
BOREHOLE IB (CAIRNPAPPLE) 
The hole was sited to the north side of the E-W dolerite 
dyke of BH 1 A, midway between the dyke margin and 
the supposed surface expression of an E-W fault, to test 
for mineralisation in the vicinity of the dyke and fault 
(Figure 8b). Th e b ore passed immediately into coarse- 
grained quartz-dolerite similar to the lower part of 
BH 1A. At 28.28 m a fault zone is encountered, con- 
sisting of ‘white whin’, heavily impregnated with vugs 
and veins of carbonate. ‘White whin’ alternates with 
bands of less-altered dolerite through the zone which has 
several brecciated bands towards the, base dipping at 
65-75’. The zone ends at 5 1.55 m and represents a true 
width of about 4.5 m. Below the fault zone coarse-grained 
dolerite continues to 82.26 m where the hole was aban- 
doned. It is not clear from the borehole whether the 
dolerite encountered is part of the E-W dyke observed at 
the surface, repeated by the faulting; a separate E-W 
dyke; or part of the N-S dyke displaced by faulting. 
Whatever the interpretation it is clear that there is much 
dolerite at depth and the chances of encountering 
limestone in boreholes at this locality are remote. 
The dolerite is cut throughout by thin calcite/chlorite 
veins, occasionally with open cavities containing quartz 
crystals. On the footwall side of the fault zone many 
calcite veins contain a sticky, black hydrocarbon which 
also occurs as a coating to vertical joints. Disseminated 
primary pyrite is widespread and sporadic, diffuse, 
horizontal pyrite-rich bands are observed (e.g. at 15 m). 
Within the fault zone calcite veins are larger and more 
numerous. Open cavities contain crystals of calcite, 
zeolite, nodular and disseminated pyrite and solid 
hydrocarbons. Green staining around some pyrite-rich 
cavities suggests the presence of chalcopyrite. 
The assay data shows a slight increase in various metals 
in the ‘white whin’ of the fault zone compared with 
unaltered dolerite. Up to 100 ppm Cu is recorded in the 
central 1.5 m of the zone, with lead increasing to 900 ppm 
over 2 m on the footwall. Arsenic shows a marked in- 
crease in the ‘white whirr’ (up to 127 ppm) and is pro- 
bably present as arsenopyrite. Values of 3000 to 4000 
ppm Ba are found at the margins of the fault zone, but not 
in the centre. No zones of anomalous radioactivity or con- 
ductivity were detected in the geophysical logs. 
BOREHOLE 2 (SILVER MINE) 
The hole was sited to the south of the E-W fault which 
controlled the main Ag-Ni-bearing vein at Hilderston 
Mine. The hole is approximately 50 m east of the limit of 
the original workings and was inclined northwards at 44’ 
to intersect the fault zone where it cuts the Petershill 
Limestone (Figure 9). After about 5 m of superficial 
deposits the bore passed into a sequence of silty 
mudstones and tuffs with a 2.5 m thick massive sandstone 
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at 14.35 m. A major fault zone intersected at 23.95 m has 
a true width of about 1 m, is steeply-inclined to the south 
and consists of brecciated fragments of wall rock (elastics 
and limestone) heavily veined with calcite. Beyond the 
fault zone the bore penetrated the Petershill Limestone, 
sampling a true thickness of about 12.5 m. (The full 
thickness in this area is 16.5 m according to Aitken, 1893 
or 21 m according to the abandonment plan Rl75D.) 
The limestone consists of a massive, crystalline, medium 
grey upper unit (8.5 m seen) which passes down into a 
more-argillaceous, dark grey, banded, nodular, lower 
unit having a true thickness of about 4 m. Both units con- 
tain colonial and solitary rugose corals and bands of shell 
debris. At the base of the limestone, a 50 cm band of car- 
bonaceous mudstone may be correlated with a similar 
band which underlies the limestone throughout the area 
(BH 3B, this work; Jameson, 1980). The mudstone rests 
upon 1 m of sandy tuffs at the top of a thick unit of green, 
bedded tuffs (6 m seen) similar to those encountered in 
BHs 3A and 3B. The borehole was terminated in the tuffs 
at an inclined depth of 55.02 m. Assuming Aitken’s 
(1893) section for the hanging wall, the displacement of 
the fault may be estimated at about 4 m to the south, 
though this figure may have been reduced by fault drag. 
Mineralisation on the hanging-wall side of the fault is 
confined to the massive sandstone unit, which contains 
appreciable amounts of pyrite as disseminations, in 
nodular bands parallel to the bedding, and as joint 
coatings. Thin veins contain mostly calcite and possibly a 
little baryte. Assays of this part of the *succession show 
very slight enrichment in nickel (maximum 100 ppm) and 
zinc (maximum 160 ppm) in the tuffs and a little arsenic 
(maximum 29 ppm in mudstone). Moderate lead values 
occur in one sample of sandstone ( 160 ppm) and one of 
tuff (140 ppm). 
The brecciated fault zone consists mainly of veins of 
calcite up to 2 cm wide with open cavities, up to 1 cm 
wide containing calcite crystals, solid hydrocarbon (alber- 
tite) and disseminated pyrite. A sharply-defined, 3 cm 
wide band at the southern margin of the fault zone is par- 
ticularly rich in pyrite (30%) with baryte, gypsum and 
some replacement galena visible in polished section. 
Assays of this band show considerable enrichment in lead 
(2800 ppm), zinc (400 ppm), cobalt (70 ppm), nickel(100 
ppm), arsenic (275 ppm) and barium (25 300 ppm) with 3 
ppm silver. The remainder of the fault zone is not enrich- 
ed in any of the base metals analysed, but does show 5-7 
ppm silver. 
On the footwall side of the fault, the Petershill 
Limestone contains thin veinlets and patches of calcite 
with some dolomite and a little baryte. The lower, more 
argillaceous part of the limestone has abundant, fine- 
grained, disseminated pyrite and sporadic bands of fram- 
boidal pyrite parallel to the bedding. Solitary corals and 
bands of shell debris usually show replacement by pyrite. 
Apart from the pyrite, sulphides are not common, even 
microscopically, and only traces of galena and sphalerite 
have been identified. The assay data for the limestones 
shows only slight enrichment in lead (maximum 140 ppm) 
and moderate enrichment in zinc (maximum 650 ppm), 
but does show a consistent silver content of 3-6 ppm. 
Barium is generally low (around 100-300 ppm) except 
where thin baryte veinlets are present (maximum 2900 
ppm over 2.4 m). The histogram superimposed on Figure 
9 shows the lead and zinc values and emphasises the high 
overall Zn/Pb ratio. It also illustrates the relatively 
uniform distribution of both metals through the limestone 
with, if anything, slightly lower values in the basal unit of 
argillaceous, nodular limestone. This is in strong contrast 
to the distribution found in BH 3B. The thin mudstone 
below the limestone contains specks of disseminated 
pyrite but in marked contrast to the identical horizon in 
BH 3B, enrichment in metals is restricted to 270 ppm Zn 
and 210 pm Ni. Higher values are found in the top 10 cm 
of sandy tuff immediately below the mudstone (250 ppm 
Cu, 1300 ppm Pb, 690 ppm Zn). 
The bedded tuffs are not mineralised apart from sparse, 
disseminated pyrite and sporadic thin, irregular calcite 
veinlets. The assay data shows a slight enrichment in 
cobalt (maximum 80 ppm), nickel (maximum 210 ppm) 
and barium (maximum 3000 ppm), but silver values have 
fallen to background level. 
The results from this borehole confirm the findings of 
Aitken (1893) that the E-W dolerite dyke and productive 
vein die out rapidly to the east of the mine workings and 
that metal values are markedly reduced below the 
limestone. The silver values of 3-7 ppm do, however, 
show that a considerable halo exists in the country rock 
around the rich silver vein. 
BOREHOLE 3A (AITKEN BOG PLANTATION) 
The hole was sited close to North Mine to the north of a 
20 m wide E-W dolerite dyke having a strong, fault-like 
scarp feature on its northern margin (Figure 10a). Ir- 
regular patches of baryte mineralisation are found in sur- 
face outcrops of dolerite and limestone 100 m ESE of the 
site. The hole was inclined southwards at 50° to test for 
faulting and mineralisation on the north side of the dyke; 
to penetrate the dyke testing for within-dyke mineralisa- 
tion; and to sample the succession on the south side of the 
dyke. 
After 3 m of superficial deposits the bore entered 
steeply-dipping calcareous sandstone, most of which is 
highly brecciated in a fault plane on the margin of a thin 
(1.25 m) dolerite dyke. This dyke is presumably an 
apophysis of the main dyke, from which it is separated by 
1.5 m of mineralised limestone. The main dyke formed in 
two stages. The earlier northern sheet is chilled against 
the ‘screen’ of limestone and has a 1 m wide zone of 
mineralised ‘white whin’ close to the margin. The true 
thickness of this sheet is 7 m. The later southern sheet has 
a true thickness of 22 m and is chilled against the nor- 
thern sheet indicating a time lapse between the two. The 
southern margin, encountered at an inclined depth of 
63 m, shows a remarkably smooth gradation from fine- 
grained dolerite into sandstone over a distance of about 
40 cm, suggesting a slow development of the intrusion 
with pre-heating of the surrounding sediments. South of 
the dyke the bore passed through about 4 m of massive, 
slightly calcareous sandstone, 0.5 m of fine-grained, soft, 
soapy tuff, probably a seat-clay, 2.5 m of the underlying 
bedded tuffs and was terminated at an inclined depth of 
7 1.38 m. Throw on the fault is difficult to estimate. The 
small amounts of calcareous sandstone and limestone en- 
countered on the north side of the dyke suggest that brittle 
movement may be as little as 8 m to the north. However, 
the swing of strike associated with the fault could give a 
total downward movement of 400 m to the north. 
The calcareous sandstone north of the fault and the 
brecciated fault plane are not mineralised and show no 
anomalous concentrations of analysed metals. The thin 
dolerite apophysis contains a few thin calcite veins and 
sparsely disseminated pyrite but no metal anomalies. The 
‘screen’ of limestone between the dolerite branches is 
mineralised with several thin calcite veins, some baryte 
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and patches of pyrite, possibly replacing shell debris, but 
no metal anomalies. Of particular interest are two thin 
(2-3 mm) veins consisting almost entirely of fluorite 
which cut the limestone; fluorite is of very rare occurrence 
in central Scotland. Along the contact with the main 
dolerite dyke a thin (5 mm) carbonate vein contains 
nodules of pyrite up to 5 mm diameter and assays 850 
ppm Cu. 
Within the main dolerite dyke, most of the mineralisa- 
tion occurs in the earlier, northern sheet. Calcite veins are 
numerous, some with baryte and some with pyrite, par- 
ticularly in the zone of white trap. Irregular yellow-green 
patches contain epidote but some green staining may be 
due to chalcopyrite (maximum 770 ppm Cu). Har- 
motome occurs in cavities. A few moderate zinc values oc- 
cur (maximum 2 10 ppm) and barium is generally low 
(200- 500 ppm) except in baryte veins (maximum 6.45 % 
Ba over 10 cm). In the thicker, later, southern sheet 
calcite/chlorite veins are numerous, often following joint 
sets, and pyrite is rarely concentrated. Copper and zinc 
assays are moderately high throughout (maximum 170 
ppm Cu, 400 ppm Zn) and barium highs (maximum 
2.4% Ba over 25 cm) coincide with thin baryte veins. 
To the south of the dyke the sandstone contains veins of 
calcite and dolomite with open cavities containing calcite 
and zeolite (?harmotome) crystals. Veins containing 
pyrite occur rarely but limonite staining is widespread. 
There are no metal anomalies. The underlying tuffs con- 
tain several thin stratabound bands of nodular pyrite, and 
assays show a slight enrichment in cobalt (70 ppm) and 
nickel (260 ppm). One sample contains 840 ppm Cu over 
20 cm. 
BOREHOLE 3B (AITKEN BOG PLANT.4 TION) 
The hole was sited 130 m west of BH 3A on the E-W 
dolerite dyke and was inclined southwards at 66’ to drill 
out of the dyke and sample a full sequence of limestone 
close to North Mine (Figure lob). (A vertical hole sited on 
the south side of the dyke would have been preferred, but 
was impossible owing to access difficulties.) 
The bore passed through 2 m of boulder clay followed 
by an inclined thickness of 14 m of quartz-dolerite. The 
dolerite has a chilled and brecciated southern margin 
which is steeply-inclined to the north and may be a fault 
plane. On emerging from the dyke, the bore sampled 
0.2 m of baked basalt, a thin tuff (0.5 m) and a 3 m sand- 
stone. The sandstone has an intra-formational breccia of 
sandstone- mudstone in the centre and becomes 
calcareous towards the base, where it rests directly upon 
limestone. As in BH 2, the Petershill Limestone may be 
divided into two units. The upper unit has a true 
thickness of about 10.5 m and consists of fossiliferous 
dark, fine-grained, crystalline limestone with more- 
argillaceous, nodular bands increasing downwards and 
passing into the lower unit. This has a true thickness of 
about 9 m and is generally more-argillaceous with 
nodular bands, shell debris and disseminated mineralisa- 
tion (see below). Sporadic cherty bands and bands of 
diagenetic silicification occur throughout both units. The 
limestone is underlain by a carbonaceous mudstone with 
coaly fragments and thin limestone bands (true thickness 
0.9 m) as in BH 2. Beneath the mudstone the underlying 
tuffs are pale and soft with rootlets for 2 m, suggesting a 
seat-rock (fireclay), beneath which the bore penetrated a 
true thickness of 40 m of bedded tuffs and agglomerates. 
Within the pyroclastic sequence are a 3 m massive sand- 
stone with tuffaceous fireclays at top and bottom and a 
1 m band of shelly, nodular and argillaceous limestone. 
The dolerite dyke contains a few calcite veins, possibly 
some baryte and sporadic pyrite with rare chalcopyrite. 
The brecciated chill is particularly impregnated with 
calcite and assays 280 ppm Cu over a 25 cm width. The 
basalt and thin tuff are not mineralised. The sandstone 
contains thin veins of calcite and baryte, particularly in 
the lower, calcareous part. Some of the calcite veins also 
contain a little galena. The mudstone band in the centre 
of the sandstone contains pyrite, a trace of chalcopyrite 
and, in the sedimentary breccia matrix, small euhedral 
crystals of galena and sphalerite. At the base of the unit, 
pyrite nodules (up to 5-mm diameter) occur in bands 
parallel to the bedding. Assays of the mudstone and lower 
part of the sandstone show relatively high lead (maximum 
650 ppm over 25 cm) and zinc (maximum 470 ppm over 
25 cm) and baryte veins are reflected by barium values up 
to 9.1% . High values of arsenic (75 ppm) may be located 
in pyrite. 
The limestone is cut throughout by thin veins of c&cite, 
many of which contain appreciable amounts of galena and 
more rarely sphalerite as small crystals. Baryte veinlets 
are rare. Pyrite occurs as disseminations, in replacement 
of shell debris and in thin bands of 5 mm nodules parallel 
to the bedding. The pyrite increases in amount 
downwards and becomes very abundant in parts of the 
lower unit of argillaceous limestone. In the underlying 
mudstone, some bands contain up to 30% pyrite. 
Sphalerite is rarely visible in the basal 5 m of limestone 
but can be recognised in the underlying mudstone in thin 
stringers and small nodules parallel to the bedding. It is 
also present in the tuffaceous seat rock in 1 cm bands of 
brownish nodules. Assays of the limestone show high 
values of lead and zinc, particularly in the lower unit with 
values of 850-l 100 ppm Pb and 1250- 18 000 ppm Zn. 
The underlying 0.9 m of mudstone has even higher 
values (6200 ppm Pb, 3 1 000 ppm Zn) and even the tuf- 
faceous seat-rock has 770 ppm Pb .and 3500 ppm Zn, 
presumably due to downward leaching. Below the seat- 
rock the high values end abruptly. The distribution of 
lead and zinc through the borehole is shown in the 
histogram superimposed on Figure lob. It is seen that, 
whereas values of lead are high throughout the limestone, 
the overlying sandstone and the underlying mudstone and 
seat-rock, high zinc values are more-or-less restricted to 
the lower unit of limestone, the mudstone and seat-rock, 
defining a mineralised zone with a total true thickness of 
11 m. Average concentrations within this 11 m are 
0.14 % Pb and 0.66 % Zn. Galena is present in thin calcite 
veins and on joints and nodular sphalerite is seen in the 
mineralised zone. These minerals were also detected 
microscopically as fine grains in the mineralised 
limestone, especially in samples with very high assays. 
They are abundant as fine disseminations in the 
mineralised soft mudstone. Values of other metals within 
the mineralised zone are not anomalous, with the excep- 
tion of arsenic (average 49, maximum 166 ppm) which is 
most likely present in the pyrite. This is a significant con- 
trast with BH 2 where, although the lower unit of 
limestone is rich in pyrite, it does not contain appreciable 
arsenic or lead and is only slightly enriched in zinc. 
Below the seat-rock, the tuffs and agglomerates have 
little visible sign of mineralisation. Thin veinlets of calcite 
or baryte occur rarely, and very sparse disseminated 
pyrite is concentrted in small nodules. The assay data 
shaws a consistent slight enrichment in cobalt and nickel 
throughout the pyroclastic sequence averaging about 80 
ppm Co and 170 ppm Ni. Arsenic is not enriched, so the 
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cobalt and nickel may be present as sulphides or in secon- 
dary minerals derived from mafic silicates of the basaltic 
volcanics. The thin limestone within the pyroclastics con- 
tains some pyrite-rich bands, but has no anomalous metal 
values. The sandstone band within the pyroclastics con- 
tains a sparse dissemination of pyrite. Macroscopic in- 
terstitial areas of metallic, pink-brown niccolite occur in 
the upper part of the sandstone which contains the highest 
values of cobalt, nickel and arsenic recorded in this in- 
vestigation (105 ppm Co, 500 ppm Ni and 871 ppm As 
over 1.8 m thickness). 
The 11 m thick zone of stratabound lead-zinc 
mineralisation encountered in this borehole is the most 
significant find of the present investigation and will be 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY 
Based on the descriptions’ given in Appendix III, five 
principal rock types are distinguished: limestone, sand- 
stone, mudstone, dolerite and tuff, in which two principal 
styles of metalliferous mineralisation are recognised: 
synsedimentary (including diagenetic) and epigenetic. 
LIMESTONE 
The limestone is invariably dark grey or black due to the 
presence of organically derived carbon. The most 
prevalent texture is that of shell fragments, matrix- 
supported in a fine or medium-grained lime mud. The 
shell fragments are replaced by sparry calcite of diagenetic 
origin. Although entire fossils are virtually absent save for 
ostracod tests and other minute shells, delicate ornamen- 
tation is often preserved. The present grain size of the 
matrix probably reflects some diagenetic coarsening of 
original lime muds. Other than this diagenetic 
recrystallisation, the rock has been little altered since 
original deposition. Though fracturing and calcite vein- 
ing were developed at some later stage, the host limestone 
is not altered about the veinlets, nor is there evidence of 
metal impregnation into the rock from the veinlets. 
In some instances the limestone contains detrital quartz 
grains, though in several fossiliferous specimens this com- 
ponent is absent. Several of the specimens examined also 
contain thin seams of highly carbonaceous clay-calcite 
mud. 
No examples of nodular chert were encountered in 
these specimens, but at least two limestone specimens 
showed clear evidence of silicification (e.g. replacement of 
shell fragments by chalcedonic silica). One of these was 
also highly pyritic, suggesting silicification by exhaling 
siliceous metal-bearing brine. 
SANDSTONE 
The few sandstone specimens are well sorted and lack 
rock fragments and other evidence of immature 
sediments. All contain a coarse calcite cement which, in 
one specimen, is in crystallographic continuity with cross- 
cutting calcite veinlets. 
MUDSTONE 
Dark grey to black graphitic mudstone, variously 
calcareous and non-calcareous, is the most important 
mineralised lithology observed. The specimens are very 
fine-grained, carbon rich, typically soft and crumble easi- 
ly. In some examples coarse flakes of graphite are present. 
Some contain populations of sand-grade detrital quartz 
grains. Others have a lithological character approaching 
the limestone, and may be described as talc-mudstone or 
muddy limestone. 
IGNEOUS ROCKS 
Specimens of altered dolerite (‘white whin’) show a com- 
plex type of hydrothermal alteration in which two distinct, 
though probably effectively contemporaneous, alteration 
styles are superimposed. In one, pervasive clay/chlorite 
formation is accompanied by deposition of coarse quartz 
grains. In the other, veinlets and less regular patches of 
calcite ramify the rock. 
Specimens of ‘tuff include a soft, porcellaneous, clay- 
quartz, tuffaceous seat-rock and heavily chloritised bedd- 
ed agglomerate. A feature of the seat-earth is minute 
cavities filled with chlorite often accompanied by calcite, 
and discontinuous hairline veinlets of similar material 
[CXD 392, BH 3B, Appendix III]. It is possible that 
these represent vesiculation resulting from steam 
generated either by rapid heating of sea water or by boil- 
ing hydrothermal brine, or that they are of botanical 
origin (see preceeding text). 
* The agglomerate consists of rounded drops (lapilli) of 
quenched microporphyritic basalt which form a self- 
supporting fabric in the interstices of which occur chlorite 
and sparry calcite. The rock is generally chloritised and 
bleached. In its structure it suggests a spray of lava 
droplets accumulating in water from a nearby subaerial 
eruption. 
SYNSEDIMENTARY MINERALISATION 
Two styles of synsedimentary mineralisation were observ- 
ed. One is the formation of fine pyrite grains in graphitic 
black mud, which is a common feature of such rocks. The 
other is the heavy impregnation of certain mudstone and 
muddy limestone beds with pyrite, sphalerite and minor 
galena. The sulphides occur as fine disseminations and in 
some cases as small dense lenses located on bedding 
planes. There is no textural evidence for epigenetic metal 
introduction in these rocks. The nature and intensity of 
the stratiform metal enrichment seen in BH 3B between 
36.6 m and 49.5 m (see Appendix II) demand input from 
a metal-enriched hydrothermal brine. A biological aspect 
to the mineralising process is indicated by the frequency 
of well preserved pyrite framboids and, in one specimen 
[CXD 322, BH 2, Appendix III] well preserved cellular 
and laminar structures of possible algal origin. 
Most of the sulphide grains (pyrite and traces of 
sphalerite) in the limestone formed during diagenetic 
recrystallisation, as evidenced by their euhedral crystal 
forms, their partial replacement of shell fragments and 
their coarse grain size. Coarse, cuboid pyrite crystals of 
diagenetic origin are also frequent in mineralised 
mudstone, and in the most metal-enriched specimens 
similarly coarse sphalerite grains are conspicuous in the 
otherwise finely disseminated sulphide. 
EPIGENE TIC MINERA LISA TION 
Veins and thin veinlets are present in many of the 
specimens. Though dominated by calcite, they also con- 
tain pink baryte, pyrite, galena and rare sphalerite. This 
veining must account for most of the barium anomalies 
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recorded in the drillcore, and for much of the lead. It is ing facies for at least 2 km. Analyses of calcite veinlets 
developed on brittle fractures and may be considerably from the limestone show sporadic lead anomalies (max. 
younger than the host sediments. Only one generation of 842 ppm Pb), but no significant Zn south of the Silver 
such veins was discerned. Mine (Ologun, 1978). 
Another style of possibly epigenetic mineralisation is 
seen in the occurrence of interstitial sulphide patches 
developed in the calcite cement of certain sandstone 
specimens. Though most examples were pyrite, one sand- 
stone specimen was found to contain niccolite (NiAs) in 
excess of pyrite, and the geochemical sample from which 
it came [CXD 400, BH 3B, Appendix II] contains 105 
ppm Co, 500 ppm Ni and 870 ppm As. 
Below the limestone and mudstone in both BHs 2 and 
3B the pyroclastic rocks and interbedded sandstones show 
an overall slight enrichment in nickel and cobalt, but not 
arsenic. 
VEIN LEAD-ZINC SUITE 
Minor sulphide enrichment occurs in the tuffaceous 
seat-earth, and in the underlying altered agglomerate in 
BH 3B. In the former, sphalerite, pyrite and galena occur 
in association with calcite in the vesicles and veinlets. In 
the agglomerate pyrite occurs in association with calcite in 
interstices. The age of these sulphides is unclear. 
SUMMARY OF MINERALISATION 
In the lower part of Hilderston Mine the worked vein ap- 
pears from old records to have consisted mostly of calcite 
and dolomite with galena, sphalerite, pyrite and minor 
amounts of niccolite and albertite. Baryte does not seem 
to have been so abundant as in the upper part of the vein. 
The vein occurred in an E-W fault breccia where it cut 
the Petershill Limestone. A thin dolerite dyke occurs in 
the western part of the fault but dies out eastwards. East 
of the worked vein (BH 2) the fault breccia carries little 
visible metalliferous mineralisation but a narrow zone 
(3 cm) with high values of Pb, Zn, Co, Ni, Ag, As and Ba 
confirms a connection with the vein. 
The present investigation provides information on 
previously-undetected stratabound mineralisation in the 
Hilderston Mine area. It also provides further insight into 
a reinterpretation of the old mining records, in order to 
establish the nature of the vein mineralisation. 
A longer worked vein, 60 m north of the original mine 
has only calcite, pyrite and galena recorded. This vein ap- 
pears to have passed up into sediments overlying the 
limestone and has also been traced westwards through a 
wide N-S quartz-dolerite dyke. 
STRA TABOUND ZINC-LEAD SUITE VEIN SIL VER -NICKEL -COBAL T SUITE 
The borehole at Aitken Bog, North Mine (BH 3B) in- 
dicates considerable stratabound Zn- Pb mineralisation 
within the Petershill Limestone and to a lesser extent in 
associated sediments. The most heavily-mineralised zone 
has a true thickness of 11 m, comprising the basal 8 m of 
limestone, an underlying 1 m of carbonaceous shale and 
2 m of tuffaceous seat-rock. The zone has average con- 
centrations of 0.14% Pb and 0.66% Zn but values of 
0.6 % Pb and 3.1% Zn occur in the carbonaceous shale. 
Zn/Pb ratios are of the order of 5. Above the mineralised 
zone, in the upper part of the limestone and overlying 
sandstone, lead values are anomalous, but zinc is rarely 
significant and the Zn/Pb ratio is consequently lower (0.5 
to 0.2). Within the mineralised zone, pyrite (probably 
with appreciable arsenic) occurs as disseminations, in 
nodular bands and as replacement of organic material; 
sphalerite is very finely disseminated and in nodular 
bands; and galena is very finely disseminated and as 
larger crystals in thin calcite veins. Calcite veinlets in sur- 
face exposures of limestone contain up to 1800 ppm Zn up 
to 350 m south of BH 3B (Ologun, 1978). 
In the upper part of Hilderston Mine the vein contained 
economic concentrations of silver and nickel. Old records 
suggest that this part of the vein consisted chiefly of baryte 
with masses of niccolite and some calcite, pyrite, 
chalcopyrite and native silver. Secondary minerals were 
annabergite and erythrite. Galena and sphalerite were 
probably not present in appreciable amounts. The 
assemblage thus consists of arsenides, arsenates and 
sulphates rather than sulphides. The vein occurs in an 
E-W fault plane containing a thin quartz dolerite dyke in 
elastic sediments and tuffs above the Petershill Limestone. 
The vein terminated in the west at a N-W dolerite dyke 
and is not recorded beyond the eastern limit of the E-W 
dyke. A silver halo is detected in the Petershill Limestone 
close to the mine (BH 2) and Ologun (1978) records 
anomalous values of cobalt, lead and zinc in calcite 
veinlets. 
VEIN BARIUM-COPPER SUITE 
In the Silver Mine area 990 m south of BH 3B, a 
similar lithological sequence is observed, including 1 m of 
carbonaceous mudstone (BH 2). Here, levels of lead and 
zinc are only moderate (100 ppm Pb, 300 ppm Zn, 
Zn/Pb = 2 to 5) and there is no increase in the lower levels 
of limestone and mudstone. Pyrite is widespread but con- 
tains no appreciable arsenic. A small amount of silver 
(2-6 ppm) in the limestone is probably a halo around the 
silver vein and calcite veins contain up to 4.9% Pb and 
440 ppm Zn (Ologun, 1978). Sandstones above the 
limestone have a low enrichment in lead comparable with 
that of the limestone. 
Away from the immediate Hilderston Mine area vein 
mineralisation of a slightly different, less intense nature is 
found within and on the margins of E-W quartz-dolerite 
dykes. On Cairnpapple Hill (BH 1B) a wide zone of 
‘white whin’ in a fault zone contains visible baryte, 
pyrite, some chalcopyrite and hydrocarbons in addition to 
more widespread chlorite and calcite veins. Assay data 
reveals an overall enrichment in arsenic; copper values up 
to 100 ppm in the centre of the zone; barium values of 
3000-4000 ppm on the margins of the zone; and 500-900 
ppm Pb on the footwall margin. Zinc, being a relatively 
mobile element, is slightly depleted in the zone and may 
have been leached out and redeposited elsewhere. 
Farther south, the lower part of the limestone is not ex- 
posed in the quarries but boreholes described by Jameson 
(1980) prove that the lower argillaceous limestone and 
carbonaceous mudstone persist beneath variable overly- 
At North Mine, where Forsyth (1847) reports that cop- 
per was once worked, the margins of a dolerite dyke and 
the enclosing sediments are impregnated with irregular 
baryte veins. Disseminated pyrite is widespread, 
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chalcopyrite is rarely observed and open cavities in 
country-rock limestone contain zeolites and fluorite. Most 
of the mineralisation occurs in the earlier, northern dyke 
sheet which has generally high copper assays (maximum 
850 ppm), the highest encountered in this investigation. 
The later, southern sheet is less mineralised with few 
moderate copper and zinc assays (maximum 180 ppm 
Cu, 400 ppm Zn). The contrast between the two sheets 
suggests that the vein mineralisation was more-or-less 
contemporaneous with dyke intrusion. 
GENESIS 
The depositional environment of the Petershill Formation 
as described by Jameson (1980) would seem to be ideal for 
the accumulation of metalliferous minerals. The forma- 
tion w*as deposited in a shallow shelf sea fringing a 
volcanic landmass and represents a relatively short quies- 
cent period within a very active volcanic and 
volcaniclastic development. Between the Silver Mine and 
North Mine Quarry, Jameson (1980) postulates a 
shallow, sheltered, coastal lagoon (Figure 2). Anaerobic 
conditions with restricted circulation are indicated by the 
dark, argillaceous carbonate lithologies with shell debris 
and algal structures replaced by iron sulphides. It is also 
reasonable to suppose that the rate of heat flow was high 
in the area at the time of deposition, manifested by in- 
tense and prolonged volcanic activity and possibly 
associated with a large intrusion at depth, now seen as 
regional magnetic and gravity anomalies close to the 
Bathgate Hills. 
If the strata’accumulating in the area were sufficiently 
permeable, it is likely that convective cells, generated and 
perpetuated by the high heat flow, could circulate poten- 
tial mineralising solutions throughout the succession. A 
rapidly developing, essentially volcanic pile in a tensional, 
mid-basin stress regime could be expected to be very 
permeable, due to a combination of lithology and 
penecontemporaneous jointing and faulting. The source 
of the mineralising solutions is always a matter of great 
debate. In a marine environment the possibility always 
exists that seawater may be circulated as suggested by 
Russell and others ( 198 1). In contrast Badham ( 198 1) has 
suggested that many shale-hosted massive sulphide 
deposits are the product of exhalation of formation 
waters. In view of the stratigraphic horizon of the 
Hilderston deposits above the Oil-Shale Group and the 
common presence of hydrocarbons it is possible that con- 
nate waters from the oil-shales may have been responsible 
for the mineralisation. Carruthers (1927, p. 230) records 
the presence of such brines within Scottish oil-shale work- 
ings, as ‘brackish water containing carbonates and 
chlorides of lime and magnesia, along with alumina, but 
no sulphate’, and similar sulphate-deficient brines from 
springs and mine waters originating in Carboniferous-age 
rocks are well-documented elsewhere in Britain (Ander- 
son, 1945; Edmunds, 1975). 
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Assuming that brines existed and that a mechanism was 
available to circulate them, it is now necessary to consider 
the origin of the metals. It is unlikely that they may have 
been derived directly from the volcanics. Few analyses are 
available from the immediate area but there is no 
evidence to suggest that they are unusually enriched in 
base metals and it is probably significant that no 
mineralisation is known to exist within the volcanics 
themselves. It is possible that metals may have been leach- 
ed out of the pre-Carboniferous basement but the simplest 
explanation seems to be that they may have been expell- 
ed, with the brines from the oil-shales. Unfortunately, 
trace element data is not available for the Lothian oil- 
shales but elsewhere the association of ores with 
hydrocarbon-bearing sedimentary sequences and the 
presence of Fe-Zn-Pb sulphides ( + Ba and Cu) in oil 
reservoirs, is well-established (Carpenter and others, 
1974; Hitchon, 1977). Boyle (1968) records that oil-shales 
are also enriched in silver relative to other sediments. 
The origin of the sulphur cannot be determined with 
any certainty in the absence of sulphur-isotope data, but 
there is an abundance of potential sources, all of which 
may have contributed. The close proximity of active 
vulcanicity would ensure a supply of primary sulphur, 
and SO, dissolved in sea water would be readily 
precipitated by biological reduction in the euxinic en- 
vironment of the coastal lagoons. Although the underly- 
ing oil-shales have a high sulphur content, metallic 
sulphides are very insoluble and mineralising fluids in 
general are sulphur deficient. This is confirmed in this 
specific case by the composition of brines observed in the 
oil-shales and quoted above (Carruthers, 1927). It 
therefore seems likely that the metals were transported as 
soluble chlorides and combined with sulphur from a 
separate source at higher levels. 
From the above discussion it is possible to propose a 
tentative model as follows. High heat flow during the 
Lower Carboniferous, possibly associated with a deep 
seated igneous body, gave rise to intense volcanic activity 
centred upon the present Bathgate Hills. Convection cur- 
rents were generated within the stratigraphic pile involv- 
ing expelled formation water and possibly downward- 
circulating sea water. Fluids originating in, or circulating 
through sediments of the Oil-Shale Group became charg- 
ed with ionic chloride complexes and were expelled onto 
the floor of a coastal lagoon. There they formed pools of 
dense brine in a calm, reducing environment and reacted 
with sulphur in the sea water and sediments around the 
volcanic landmass to form stratabound sulphides within 
the argillaceous carbonates which were precipitated in the 
lagoon. 
The reduction in mineralisation southwards from 
North Mine (BH 3B) can be explained in two ways. On 
sedimentological evidence the lagoonal environment 
passes southwards into a more turbulent, oxidising en- 
vironment which would preclude mineral deposition on 
both dynamic and chemical grounds. This does not, 
however, explain why the argillaceous carbonates and 
carbonaceous shale, which underly the whole of the reef 
development to the south, show no signs of stratabound 
mineralisation. An alterntive suggestion is that the 
mineralising fluids were localised in a restricted lagoon 
(cf. Figure 2b) or by a syndepositional fault (i.e. the E-W 
fault at North Mine) in a situation analagous to that seen 
in many Irish base-metal deposits (Morrissey and others, 
197 1; Deeny, 1981). Slumped and eroded bedding inter- 
faces and thin sedimentary breccia horizons indicating 
periodic disturbance of the sediments add support to this 
hypothesis. 
It is possible that at least some of the stratabound 
mineralisation may be post-sedimentary. For example, 
the sulphides in the 2 m of tuffaceous seat-rock at the base 
of the mineralised sequence could have originated by 
downward leaching under sub-aerial conditions from an 
earlier stratabound accumulation as it was removed by 
erosion. Alternatively it could represent deposition from 
rising solutions trapped or retarded beneath the relatively 
impermeable carbonaceous mudstone. Post-depositional 
and post-diagenetic circulation of mineralising solutions is 
also indicated by the thin sulphide-bearing calcite veinlets 
throughout the limestones. 
Epigenetic veins are concentrated in E-W fault lines, 
most of which contain quartz-dolerite dykes. The 
evidence of BH 3A indicates that the vein mineralisation 
was contemporaneous with dyke intrusion and may 
therefore be of late-Carboniferous age. High heat flow 
was probably localised in the vicinity of quartz-dolerite in- 
trusions, resulting in renewed circulation of metalliferous 
brines. The high hydrocarbon content of the veins sug- 
gests that distillation of the oil-shales by the intrusions 
played a major part and all of the metals present in the 
veins could have been derived from this source. Leaching 
of country rocks by the same solutions at higher levels 
could have reactivated and redistributed the earlier strata- 
bound Pb-Zn mineralisation to produce veinlets 
throughout the Petershill Limestone and contribute to the 
larger veins. Some cobalt and nickel may also have been 
leached from the tuffs and concentrated in the veins dur- 
ing this phase. Within and on the margins of the dolerite 
dykes, copper and fluorine indicate mineralising fluids of 
slightly higher temperature, possibly more directly 
associated with the dykes. 
This later, epigenetic mineralisation is contem- 
poraneous with a major Carboniferous- Permian ,phase 
which was responsible for many of the mineral deposits of 
the British Isles and northern Europe (Dunham and 
others, 1978). Similar polyphase vein deposits involving 
Fe-Cu-Zn-Pb and later Ba-Ni-Co-Ag-As, separated 
by Permian dolerite intrusion, occur at Kongsberg in the 
Oslo Graben, Norway (Bugge, 1978; Neumann, 1944). 
In age, composition and location these are the closest 
comparable deposits to those of Alva and Hilderston. 
FURTHER EXPLORATION 
The presence of a vein containing high-value metals at 
Hilderston mine is unlikely to be an isolated occurrence. 
Identical environments to that at Hilderston occur 
throughout the Bathgate Hills where E-W faults and 
quartz-dolerite dykes cut the Petershill Formation and 
other limestones within the volcanic pile. However, the 
worked vein was very limited in lateral and vertical ex- 
tent, so the chances of intersecting similar small deposits 
with boreholes is slight. The Ni-Co-Ag vein occurred on 
a faulted dyke margin in elastic sediments above the 
Petershill Limestone. Any exploration for vein deposits 
should, therefore, be concentrated in areas in which 
limestones are cut by dykes and faults, either in surface 
crops or projected to depth. An orientation soil survey 
around the known vein (Ologun, 1978) suggests that 
deep-drift sampling in suitable target areas may be suc- 
cessful. Mn, Ba and As show the greatest coincidence 
with the vein within a wider halo of Pb, Co and Ni. 
Despite the possibility of further Ag-Co-Ni bearing 
veins, the greater potential for mineable economic 
deposits in the area lies in the stratabound Zn-Pb 
mineralisation discovered in the present investigation. 
The significant thickness of stratabound Zn-Pb deposits 
identified in the Petershill Formation does not appear to 
continue south of North Mine for more than about 
400 m. It could, however, extend (i) westwards, down- 
dip beneath a rapidly-increasing thickness of overburden 
or (ii) eastwards and northwards along strike, allowing for 
a possible eastward swing of strike through the Tartraven 
quarries. Such extensions could still be in the coastal 
lagoonal facies (Jameson, 1980) and, therefore, be 
favourable to sulphide precipitation. Other limestones 
within the volcanic pile may also provide a suitable en- 
vironment, especially where small, laterally-restricted 
lenses may result in particularly high concentrations. One 
such lens is the Wairdlaw Limestone, which consists of 
4 m of very pyritous, argillaceous and nodular limestone 
similar to the lower part of the Petershill Limestone. 
Analyses of calcite veinlets in the Petershill, Hillhouse and 
Wairdlaw Limestones are not encouraging (Ologun, 
1978). However, these samples are all from the exposed 
upper parts of the limestones whereas BH 3B shows that 
stratabound mineralisation is concentrated towards the 
base. Nicol (1844, p. 9‘2) records that the Castlecary 
Limestone at Bowdenhill, which lies directly beneath a 
thick dolerite sill, contains ‘a vein formed of minute un- 
connected cubical crystals of iron pyrites’. This could in- . 
dicate the presence of metalliferous mineralisation in 
limestones of the area at levels well above that of the 
Petershill. 
A programme of shallow boreholes was planned to 
prove northward extensions of the Petershill Limestone 
and to test for stratabound mineralisation within the 
lower part of this formation throughout its known strike 
length. These holes have now been drilled. A short report, 
giving detailed logs and geochemical data, is being 
prepared by Dr M. J. Gallagher and will be available on 
application to the IGS, Murchison House, West Mains 
Road,. Edinburgh EH9 3LA. 
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APPENDIX I 
BOREHOLE LOGS 
Detailed logs of the five boreholes are given in Tables I to V. 
Inclinations of planar features are given as true dips in the two 
vertical boreholes (1A and 1 B) and as inclinations relative to the 
core axes in the inclined holes (2, 3A and 3B). Sample numbers 
(all prefured by CXD) refer to analyses listed in Appendix II, 
some of which are also given petrographic and mineralogical 
descriptions in Appendix III. Sample numbers in brackets are 
for samples which include parts of more than one lithological 
unit. 
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aubauw v8ln aoholt 13.iB4.50 m. 
7Amoofdiffua~~ianetw*titil 
aalaite/ohlori* dipa 3-8O pmc 
17.20-17.51, m. kooolatodwith 
;&;~/ch~orita veinnetvmrk 18.35- 
. . r.rm@uprla grwlwirhts 
oft6 dip l@ blow 18.76 m. SM 
l~,lenUculuerlci~/ohlori~ 
patahm e.g. 20.67 m and 20.75 m 25.62 
25.7k 
25.83 
11.94 
0.12 
0.09 
IzFmgulu calcfta wialela prwmt. 
27.a 2.01 
29.00 1.16 
30.50 1.50 
58.20 27.70 
small -ta of flnegraaad. 
diseEin8ted pyrita mrou#mt. mv, 
thin (2 Ip WI&~ quh+rlcite 
vhiietm dip 77 Zrmn 75.5647.00 m. 
80.71 22.51 
90.71 
28 
mIXI TARU II RoRmOLE 1B (CAImPAPm) 
C.R. RS 98946 71986 vertical borehole 
All FnclinatioM are 
me (4 
0.64 
1.10 
1.10 
2Q.50 
28.28 
33.98 
37.40 
38.60 
45.35 
51.55 
88 true dipa 
iiltelc 
a*ction (m) LithOlOgg 
0.64 
0.46 
Boulder Clq; with dol*rite a1uts 
moorend PI limoalto-stained fragnenta. Dolerite; 
19.40 
plagioolaae lathe fa aflae-gm.ined, grey groun_a; 
black, mpfio patohm M ofttm 09httiO; ix2'0@ar. 
interstitial pinkinhpatchu (UP ta 2 cm) anddiffue 
WiM (5 Iml) of miCro9e~tito. Opan.Umnit.-atPined 
jointa and frmtorw to 2.82 m. Rmkm corn 2.82- 
3.40 m. Coam~~d (1 m mrPios) below 3.40 m with 
larger, morr frequent, pink miorope@a tit0 patches up 
to 5 rm and -tiwm 1Onnvid.. Pew joixm dip at 
320, 4B" and 66O. &low 6.50 m irm@ar patohea 
and sub-vertical veina of m.tcmpa@atik are mom 
fraqwh to 12.00 m. Relov 12.M) m dolerite is darker 
with 1ec.m miorepo&astite. Coa broken alongmany 
80-90~ dippa jointa hrr 12.90-14.50 m. Morepink 
pat&an below 18.50 m, iaoreaaizq dow~ti dth 
irregular2cm.sut~vwtical~imtoashmpcut-off 
with calci~/chlorlta v&u at20.5Om. 
7.78 
Dolrritq: coum-@.&nod: 9e@atitia in partm with 
1arge.wz.bularcry8tals(upto Sum) audetellar 
sggre&!atamofdrr*grungFolru: alaolarge. 
irrsgulrr,~~~orl.p~pat~~ofmtc~~~~ 
to 21.22 m. Dolerita below ia more -ah, lees 
pink, with (Is1 almat mttlod appo-e mu to white 
patchma of feldapuup to 5 m wide: ooame-grakad 
(1-2 nm). Peguitiowith5nm langaoiculrr 
pyroxma fmp 23.9Wk?4 a. Contiaaiagbelow Mvely 
coamer mottleddoleritewith 3-5 rmwhitepatahea. 
Rexming pale green below 26.25 m with a little 
diasemlnated cubmate. Veryahptp,faul.tedbaae 
diga 600 frcm 28.28-28.39 m 
'whiteuJY5a" (faultztnlo~ verypaleglwytowhite, 
cosrscgnrkred (l-2 m feldapara), altered dolerito 
cone.ieti.agofwbi~ pla&ioolu.. pale gzeymafios @ad 
PfnL~=w.ma titepatahw: tortureandde5eoof 
alkration are vary coastaut: (I- c&mate, pomibly 
mp1ackLgmaf10~andmohwbikkaol.ia. Angular 
Yka@mlY' of pale grw dalmitm ulth a Egr9rlaula 
awl rim of CalOfte fra p.78-30.94 I. 
aPd~rrMablewithmahwbitocls~(?kaoUmite)and 
yellow Len-et&Ug h 33.39-33.98 m. 
5.70 
"White Whin”; visible dolerite texture aa abave. 
Pessi;lgdown into: 
3.42 
1.20 
pale @man, co-d (l-2 m), equi- Dolerite; 
grzmulu, ‘*ah, blank, ahinypymxnn.. Paasingdmm 
Fotor 
'1Jhite whin"; doleritic texture aa above, piakpatchm 
pluuinent. &dnataaharpjrmctlontitha1cmti& 
calcite vein dippin# I@. 
7.25 
%leritq blw. altered. puakrg dovn into 
creswoloured dolerita aud “white whin” arouud 
46.X1 m. Brocciakd frcm 47.25-48.45 m ending in a 
joint dipping 60’. Cant.ia~ aa “tit. !Jhin” with 
pinkhh pat&m to a aUrp, bmocfatd bam d.U~ing 
65-75’ fro= 51.34-51.55 m. 
5.70 Znd offanltzcma 
29 
Miwralisation 
Sample 
No. (CXD) 
'Jery mall, very !&My-scattered 
specks of pyrite visible throu&ut. 
very thinlayar of c!llorite on sane 
joiatr. -@alar, sub-vertical 
caloite/chlorita veti (up to 2 cm 
tide) with acme mall, primat 
cxyetalll (1 mu) of smokey quartz 
in catitier fxm 10.0&11.20 m and 
11.73-11.86 m. Calcite-llnod joints 
dip 80-90 fa 12.90-14.50 m. 
Difikee, horizaatal. red-brown, 
oxidised, pyrite-richbamla fmm 
14.Xk15.36 m. Thereafter, 
ohloritbliwd joints t&m&out 
with 00cMionalvery mwll awuutoi 
calcite. shprpcut-off ofmicm- 
pgmatita paim atacaloite/ 
cblorik vein at20.50 m 
Irrw&ar, sub-vertical calcite/ 
chlorite vmina and patcher at 23.55 m 
and 24.25-24.70 m. mifieguL= 
calcite/chlorite veina below 25.15 m 
with WY% m,gx.Lpr VeIna (5-10 m wide) 
dippw at 270, 45O and 70°. Veine 
contain small vuda vith possible 
quartz below 26.90 m 
cut by thin, IrNglilu calcite winlets. 
veinn al-0 luger with many OpEa vua (UP 
to 5 CII wide) fm 28.96-30.53 m. Vu&a 
0ontaJl ?hanbio aad og-tooth cxystas 
of oalcita and occamialal mall specks 
ofpyrit& SW sub-vartioal, olosed 
veins of calcita. DprketPLPingmsJr 
be hydrocarboM. smell, clear. 
9rlsmatio crystals in at&late clwten, 
in vuga (e.g. 29.59 m) am probably 
molites. Small calcita veins and- 
fraa 31.Oc-31.80 m. Lmqer veina and 
- frm 31.80-33.39 m. L=m. m* 
rich vug with a gzvenish tint from 
32.92-33.05 m. Irre@lutninwith 
calcite andpita in mall vu&ah&? 
sharp contact with footwall dipping 83O. 
Few thin, irrsguler calcita aias. 
Dilrmninatad pyrite abundant in top 
30 cm. Sceeemll~Xnedtith 
black kydrooarbon. 
Czlcite/chlorite WinE (5 mm)witha 
little mite dip 560 and 660. 
Little diemninated gpite thmuehout. 
Few, irrbgular calcite veins. mmy of 
uhlc4l am sulwmrtical. samhave 
mall pyrite nodulee (e.g. 40.71 a). 
!&its ?kmlinit.e vein dipa 600 at 41.32 m. 
Irre#ular, sub-vertical vsin (2 cm) v++h _- 
calcite, crea coloured clay, ‘bgdrbcecbon 
and mall pyrite pat&es fl%m _.-I- 181 7h 
41.98 m. Thin, irrrgular, mlb-vertical 
CslCite/k@roo&n~inr, contjmm ta 
42.90 m. Il2W&UOpQlwg~th~ 
pyl-ita fkca 44.5w4.55 m. 2cmvsFn. 
meetly of cm-01-d ?clw mineral + 
~~carbon andfevpy(pl. dipa 4@ at 
sul+v.mtical. l-2 cm vein of 
p& &it. frcm 45.56-45.85 m. 
Irregular caloi~ patches and winlets 
wrth Sam pyrite. Pyrite on joints 
dipping 40° at 47.25 m. Pyrite xl 
inturstices of breccia zone and in 
thin veinlets fmm 47.25-48.45 m. Joint 
at ba8a of brwcia is coated with hydra- 
carbona and pyrite. Bslow thie a?x tw.n 
calcite veim with pyrite andWbmcar_. 
Irregular, white winlets of clay msaeral 
oc- below 4d.95 m to8WiM with CR= 
ad ato clay mineral/calc~te Veins With 
pyrite. Very pyrite-rich w (5 usa tide) 
at 50.68 m. Rrecciated bane is heavily- 
veined by calcite with Write. 
7.45 
prle 5-Y* -a- -1rrftQr (1 4, ew- 
e, maesive$ a- fmm quata vlaible: mall 
intelntiual pink pat&es. L-m= (5 4 Pa-s 
ofpinkuhmicrope~tik below58.OOmwlthe2 m 
WM. hori?xmtrl vein at 58.55 m. 
Dol=itq 5wr plott1.d. cv (l-2=)* 
alleht3.Y P~~~~=P.ew tit. patcho~ up to 
5x10mmiaaize. Slightly brwoiatodvlth 
large, inteetitialpatohos 0fpLJrtehmiampaemtik 
frcm 67.75-67.85 0. Inmgllarte~mutQ~ 
~mtehas of cuoritio dtorstim frcm 68.95-69.1ro a. 
ka=iM is pala ~lhbelaw69.4Om &dimlow 
7Q.OQ*ithu .sooese,~* mottlodappeumoo mu 
tooolupiououml&iktopal*pimkpatohe~ofmiam- 
-tit.. Puucml=lY PA. Paed-u- 
mott1.d ho0 73.70-74.70 m. S.M 
d mottled below 74.85 m ta mnmmd 76.18 a. 
Pe~titiopat&eswitlllong~t&Isof~x=xoLn 
B pinlr ma frol 76.67-77.10 m. Dolerdts ir 
-or ~1 mottled amd w (l-2 =) 
with uUk, fnterstitiml pm-8 bhn77.lOm, 
cax~tithavequnifomt~tobmm.of 
bOZWhDl0. 
Pew q thin caloite vehlets( 
spume dis-ted pyrite. w, 
twavertioel veias of thick, stic4, 
bM bydroorrbon with a littla aal.oiM 
m 53.74-54.62 m. L.ssQdroomrboa- 
rich* wrtioal caloite veti froll54.94- 
%.so m. Cal0ikv&m(5mpui&) 
dip 5;", 72O and 820 frcm 56.0W~6.35 II. 
sub-vmrtioal orlcite/chlorita vein 
(5 =n) from 58.54-58.99 m. 
Litt1. diI~ain&Jd pyTia thou&nxt. 
Calciteahla (FlOmr), wzwoel and 
560 Ram 59.71-60.10 a ZIoned pod 
(10 L 4 an) Rap 60.94-61.04 m 
oslnirting of, ti the outaide; 
oalcito/ohlorite - a&it0 - thick. 
stioQ;black hyd~~~arboa - crystals 
ofamokoyquartm-catralvoid. 
2 cmvein of omloitewithbydroo&%ma 
dips 7o" fm 61.30-61.42 m. vertiohl 
5 = caloite vein fnm 63.18-63.38 a. 
$.~onu~oa.~oita/ouorit.e vein ai9a 78O 
m 63.89-64.16 m. caloit9 vmiaa (Snm) 
frcm 65.40-65.81 m. zlrln caloita vein- 
lotr (~5 rmr) dtb pink aoid pa@mtite 
pmtchom from 66.50-67.85 m. I.nwplar, 
thin (5 m) orlcita vmia d&pm 800 frm 
68.15-68.5o a. ~gulu?, sub-vel%ioal 
amd 750 oPlcit&hlorite VeiM fm 
69.56-71.00 ID. Below71.M) maremaw 
82.26 
82.26 
23.26 
30 
&Gwith&lt*di9 7PinoPposiw 
direatima frm 75.10-75.54 0 and 
75.60-76.01 m. Thin. su&rartfcrl 
~rrloik/ohlorite dnlets persist to
n.aom. ao0MiaBal chlorlte/orlcite 
veins (5 IEI) dip 45O at 78.22 m. 
70.85 m. 79.20-79.32 m, 79.90 m, 
80.10 m. 80.46 m, 81.00 0. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
APPnulIx I TLBLS III BOEmcJu 2 (sILvB3mBn) 
GA BS 99063 71540 Azinutbr OlP Iaolinatilm: LAo 
All incunatioM are maeared prcrll.1 to the con length 
Inclined 
aPa (=I 
2.91 
7.29 
12.00 
13.11 
14.35 
16.77 
17.20 
18.75 
19.69 
21.50 
23.95 
25.55 
39.&O 
Inter- 
motion (Ill) 
2.91 
k.28 
lb.71 
1.11 
l.Ur 
2.k2 
0.43 
1.55 
0.Yb 
1.81 
2-w 
1.60 
13.85 
h5.37 5.97 
Uthology 
Boulder Clgp; 
Silb !%udetone/Siltetane, dark gzey. medve, Pocr4-bed&d, 
-alcuwue, emall f%kee of mwovite vleibl.. Sa 
plant debris. Bordinp (320) at 7.95 m. lWa bvrd of 
mud&au peUeta 10.00 m-10.50 m. m f--d 
belov 10.50 m. PaMing dowI into: 
u PJe Mfw,tiM od (1 nm), poorlpmrted. 
poQrly-bedded,*cmeluger,orem-oo-clnt8up~08 
in &de. Rhbleandflakeyinn~tputmsadiatmaely 
aheuedhbeml~o, RPbab3.y sfmaltedbue. 
SandDtinm; off-widk* lmditn-pdad (0.3 m), 
sub-ammdad,wlle m*- bz&nma*cr*llt* 
hmgularderkEudetaw0laete(upto10nn)q!Aitec-, 
wehe vitb eiDwnm 1&natioMirrtop15cpinolinedat 
370. Pmltod bme iMlinedatM0. 
Send#taIe/S~ i&at&&!&&; fine, fdu. 
aiamoumin~1~tiaQ80f off-ldd.ksub3atx4malld 
blmkailtmtcnuvithc srbmuo~ommum lmellee. 
inolin& at 250. Pum M into: 
SaldBtxJq# off-lute, fhu-@&md (0.1 cm), 
cub-rounded, nll-eod gmine, tioaoeoue. meeeive but 
intmee4 bioturbated in top 20 CI. coaly ClMfrn (up 
ta 2 m dtsrter) ln ph3.a. Coroi~voaybrokenfrol 
18.00 m ta baa.. 
w acatlp cmdst* of carbalate-rich 
win material with say mall pat5hea of brwoiated 
nll-rook - mddate/sl.ltatau at top dth a bsnd af 
brwciated. pale baff-aolomrdclqbmndlramtmm. 
Eelon 2&.60 mmoat of the brwoircLuta am of pale 
bnffwumeatam. Slmrpmyiaatbaee 
LLPu&ae CPew Uaoatwel~ pale buff-ew. 
beordng medim lprl, orymtalune. -aia. - 
fdt holined I@ ha 26.00 m-26.25 m cc&af~~ 
breooiated Umeetaie. Jointm iaolhmd at 320 show 
l.l&tedpxm.mre mlutim. Twopomible bedding 
plmmklOLLUd&220~a~tedb~~d 
umntum fra 27.37 ~27.67 II. Lithoatmtion WloW 
28.ol4-28.32 II ti 29.&3o.oOm. cPLrrirat 
28.70 E. U fmaltwith bmoo.htiolrand&euiW 
iacllrud JF' fmm 28.72-2&k& D. Joint iriolined 
293 at 20.50 m. Gamml @lee hclkucl 3ko. 
Subb~dth brokatill~tmfm 30.S30.50= 
Pmtieuhr4thbk(5~)calcfta lmemf+im 
30.7530.85 0 w b shell orom-motfcam. Bandad 
ino 3l.Ul-31.90 D with IA&it ad dark bad inolined 
at 3@J (-). ~ahdl~tmmlddukor 
imriscuu 0altd.n lap, Bolitq cord& E&da!3 
shearm M c- plcp(l thin, ahrlw partinm iad.bd 
3&-30O, puthub4 Fm 32.50-32.65 m. Larg- ruwe 
cord 32.67-32.a7 1 and lDpv dl Litbomtrotim coral& 
Shoamddukbmduithcomldebri~inaLiad~~ 
33.03-33.60 =* Stylolitem nub-peraUe1t.o 00x-e hpr 
3l&.25-34&Y n. Joint* inoliamd 2p at 3b.50 m. 
m atmu i.noUned jlP at 35.00 m and iaolb0d 31' 
fwa 35.7O-36.05 I d 36.15-36.55 m. shoumdand 
bmlrar tith nhelil .md conl mtm m 37&S38.90 m. 
31 
nineral.isatiw Smple 
NO. (CXD) 
300 
s.wdprl.~veina(upto5!mntide) 
iaalimdat600 ~maia40aloite1 
poralbly with baryto. mdatoru clamta 
era slightly to Jmavlly pyritiaod bolw 
15.30 1. mob dimminated Pyri* 
m 15.3+16.06 m. 
3md& oalafk vein iaoliaad55° at 
17.30 m. WpFiteepeokeanda 
single black, mtalllc epeck (poeeib4 
temhhed chelcopyrite). CJZeS 
coloured 1 rm wide oarbceute vein with 
F.mmd blaok e~eoke holhed 300 at 
. . celoite end Pyxite cm johte 
at 17.90 m. 
StPFf8vithaabarp4-defined3~~& 
b=hp. 
'$" 
oulartothoCom,ve~ 
rich (3@6 h dlsHakubd pyx-ite. 
Iramtone fa hearilg hPlvwguted with 
whit. calcite velne IQ to 2 aE wide ccm? 
teining coaave4 oryet* ’ cm) 
xilmbic caloite. t WV upto1= 
WI&) cmtain MC o&Ate crmele 
end blsk kydroostme. often with such 
pyrih cad a little 0hd00ppite 
0.6. 2k.33 m. 2ld0 I, a.73 m. A 
particul&y caltimlmnmB* of oaloite 
frm 24.88 -25.32 m hes maw la=@. c~en 
W. he euch vug at 25.13 I ie 2.5 cm 
wide end cant& blobe apd apparent 
faoeted cryeteie of hprd, black, dae~ 
I@XKWJ& (up to 8 IP dimeter) to&her 
with fh+@aiMd ePeoke of pyrite. 
Lager (10 m) nodules of 
~ii%murind&cbendeW.hed30c 
at LO.90 m. 41.60 1. 42.ibO m, k3.20 m* 
l&3.&7 m, b3.70 me w.90 m and u4.00 m* 
Smaller (2-5 m) pyxtk nodulea m 
c-in fh.-dzahd,-119b~ 
e.g. w1.55 P, IA.77 m and U4.97 a. A 
san&y/cheUey bmdinthebeul15= 
is partioular4pyritcrich. 
301 
302 
303 
305 
306 
307 
308 
(30J3) 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
376 
317 
313 
379 
320 
APPmDIx I TABIZ 
amlinod Inter- 
ap* (4 section (m) 
Ir6.15 0.78 
lil.ls 1.30 
u3.02 1.37 
55.02 6.20 
55.02 
III (cwtiauod) 
32 
xboralioation 
Mfnuto ap0ck.a 
thmuehout. 
Of plwont 
%&ll amount0 of tidaly- 
di~mminatad Writ. thmu#out. 
Pyrite also pmmalt Cal jolntkB. 
Senple 
No. (CXD) 
321 
322 
323 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-Ix I TAEU Iv BoxEmm 3A (AIl!KENBoG~oN) 
C.R. LNS 99&l& 72225 Ashlth: 2ooc Inclhaticmr 500 
icLlincUnatims era mmmred paral.le1t.c the core lsllgth 
Ta&nod 
tip* (4 
3.00 
3.89 
5.20 
7.20 
a.30 
9.a9 
11.82 
11.87 
12.30 
12.85 
14.m 
14.80 
20.37 
211.35 
Inter 
secticu (m) 
3.00 
0.89 
1.31 
2.00 
1.10 
1.59 
1.93 
0.05 
0.43 
0.55 
1.35 
0.60 
5.57 
3.98 
Lattmlogg 
Bouldsr Cl= 
!JLafzi.x. 
bculders of m~‘gdaloidal basalt in pale grear 
calcarsour salldntcne; off-white, firm-gJxUx#d (0.2 UC): well- 
ecrted, suk-m , 8-w qurrts &Z&X! in Whit. CdO- 
oemat; mMaipa, hard. Few jchte inclined 3O=‘. 
Cdc- %nddcm ~brecciated~; rcck-Qga aa &mu: 
nnmdod, ellipsoidal fr8msat.a (1 cm) separated by thin 
( 1 w) streaka of &k; cm&d mat&& much brcken ccre. 
Brwciaticn ie sli#ltly mora htenrre with m0.m dadc, cmahed 
phrm d cuspate prm-m~luticn lines fmm 6.15-6.39 m. 
Wider, mcra irregplar ban.38 of brecciatim with more au@lar 
1 cm irameata tc 6.76 P than leas brecciated whik se&&me 
with thin, dark, sinucus prmmm-ecluticm lines, poesibly 
Parallel tc boddlag plawa iaolined at 370. 
BrckQl Corm) 
fincsrrlard 
-- 
d010ritO 
wca.tl -8=Y, “3 fed, ew kxture; many mall ccelli ( 1 m of cdoita nd elcqata mncl_ittm 
of CalCMav .9wJ&cne, anmged in bsnda imzlhed at 250. 
alight Ilmonih staining m jointa hcliaed 3O”. 360 sad 48“. 
merita Ms Plkrad ti 8rmz~ah at 9.32 I tith i 9 
00Ol..li and thin ainlata of calcite wmkly-s.U@md at 50 . 
BM CC= 9.84-9.89 m. 
u-3 ~ew,f~+G=ined , crpstalline, sandy in 
@a~&. marrive with vagar banding inclined at 35O. Dark, 
cuapate ehell ata in places. 
260 and I#. 
Few joints inclined at 
S~UV baM incllard at 35O Zmm 11.82-11.86 !& 
Bakvd Idmerrtcmq cream/wMk, nlatively terhueless. 
CdC-. %mu a sharply-defined band in ccntPot 
tith chillti dalerite fmn l1.a7-11.91 m. 
Jolerite chill; very pale green, wry fine-graimd. 
al tored. Scft, brcken corn frcm 11.92-12.10 m. 
Dc1erite; gram. medium%mimd, 0 saulpr texixro; 
rag@ UhlM pla&clasm lath (0.5 mo ““$ in green mptrix: 
scattared 1 cm ccelli of calcite8 mami~@ with 
cccaaianrl joints fnclinad 20c and 60’. Stmr~ chwe 
to “white uhia” belcw . 
‘Ilhlta whw’; pale crew-whita altered dolerite: 
taxtuxw still visible with white feldnuar 10th and 
dnrk @‘OQ, nedf~ained (0.5 !=), fmah. &l.dtS~J 
esusc~rcnmlaz torturer jointa inclined at 300, 52', 6P. 
Boc~prlergreenandellgh*ccPne~doua- 
wsrd.4. shep jwactica at 20.37 m. 
almoat dhtrifiea apperrar~e. 
-led. chIcrit+l.imd joints. In akarp cmt&?t with: 
33 
Calcite vein (I, nss) -lined 19’ fras 
9.10-9.23 PI cant&~ specka (0.5 m) 
of irridsmcmt, blru/,gwm metallic 
nkhmral (?tauhtmd chalocpyrite). 
Few thin (< 1 mm) calcite veialeta 
inclined at 100 snd 200. Tvothin 
mw (2-3 m) timed 200 fms 
10.50-10.65 m are mostly flucrfto 
(1 m cubes, pale purple to yellcwiah) 
grcving into a narrcv, cpsm cavity 
with limcmit10 surface six&lin& 
Small (l-3 rmn) h-rem pot&em of 
p,TitO in phJO8 e.g. 10.90-11.05 m 
and 11.33 m, possibly ocncantrated 
in bar& contain&@ shell fra@ss!nt.. 
A -dad are. (30 x 10 mn), possibly 
a eraused coral. at ii.&0 m bps 
atiof darkpinkmlneral. A 
similar minerrl cc- cc a joint 
marface at 71.65 m. 
Thfn (5m)mtnerslvuiIlalongcont.st 
with dolerite ccmfsta of bsnded M 
and U&t 
k” 
glaaey material with 
tih(lmm bsadsofpalec&mata 
=a ~du.m of pyrite UP to 5 m tide. 
Includm absndof mall (lrm~)voids 
LineddthuxYnlite. 
lmn(<lmm) umonite-st&md 
VeinLets. Calcit* vein (2 cm) 
wllrua 35O tith offahootm ~ZUII 
12.15-12.2s n. 
Calcite pain (1 can) inollned 16’ f’mm 
12.60-12.75 m. w phk and tit.0 
calcit./bmyta vein in&hod 41' fPcm 
13.75-13.85 =. 
scattwea. vezy small sp.cks of Pyrite. 
Vhite vhi.zx” ends at a netuc* of 1 cm 
banded cslcite/baryta veha frm 
14.20-14.&2 m. Lmeatvein, imlhed 
at 35' ccmtainm a little pyrite. 
Diffuse 1 cm vuin of calcite inclined 
h5” at baae. 
Calcite veins: 5 *witi. incwd 80, 
5ac. 70c from 15.20-15.40 mi 25 mm 
tide. b-a, hlkred 410 at 15.80 m8 
10 m wide, banded, inclined 33' at 
16.20 m: 35 mnvide. baudadwith 
S- 2 m mte nodules, incllnea 
30c frcm 17.50-17.72 m; 10 mpp wide, 
inched 200 froa 18.70-18.90 m; 
l&15 amwide, bandedwith md-brown 
siderite, inclined 320 fm 19.&O- 
19.50 m. Below 19.00 m - nmly 
irmgulpr calcite VuiDlets and Bane 
irreeulpr calcite patches (up to 3 cm) 
to 19.77 n. Pale yellou-@Twen 
patches (? epidcts) at 19.77 m and 
20.37 m 
Ma&Y, irre,Sc.lar, crem sad white 
carbcmata veins up to 3 m wide. 
m ham baudn of pale pink bar+. 
Calcite veina: 20 nm wide, inclhati0n 
c)0 h 21.go-21.90 m; 20 m wide 
incUaed L7 at 22.53 m; 20 m wide, 
Inclined 3ac at 22.90 m; 10 pm vi&, 
inclined 35O at 23.50 rnt 10 rmo tide, 
banaed. inclined lr6’ at 24.05 m; 
1%2Onm1wi&, sinuous, bandedwith 
saw bary-ts frcm ‘&35-a.99 m. 
SaOlple 
No. (CXD) 
325 
326 
327 
328 
ua 
h19 
Ir20 
329 
330 
(330) 
331 
332 
(332) 
335 
:;; 
HPRiDIXI TIBLGIV 
inolined Intel- 
wQl (4 se&ha (m) 
u1.75 o.l+o 
(con-1 
Paa=iagillt#J very M @eQdol&ite;powliblyvithmuob 
seoondaaychlor.it~. Jointi krclined at 320 ti 38O often 
vithbandedaaLoite/ohloriteoriru. Belov 30.00 1 dolerit~ 
is ooMex+dzwMd(l5),moro epuLgrarnrlrciat** 
tith no oaloit. oou.i. T!leMafteroont.im&ag 8amMmitn. 
dark greal. ooarae-@&led (l-2 Em), e q&ramllar dolerith 
Haesivs and duwally freti vith joints lnclfaed at 260, so, 
&O" and Lao. pi!mr-gr&lad with SO&tared 2-a mr calcite 
ocolli belov 59.00 m$ ooelli more B balov 62.00 I( 
paler vith fear ocelli belov 62.&0 m. Mark4diacm~ 
in amount of intentitial crloito at 62.77 m end there- 
after &Tadem hqmroeptiwly, tbrou@lvely9ale dolorite. 
into off-tits S&tone. Vidblo quaHo w qpaar 
at 63.10 m and 0aloit.a oeana to bo pment at 63.35 m. 
63.35 38.60 
@.a2 4.47 
6a4 0.62 
71.38 2.94 
71.38 
g&G WP~._, WfV( O.lnn), 00 
CarboMte, eoftvithasoapyt4LtM,~in 
piwe~, ore-lourod belov 68.10 m. 
wualad So. 
Bedding 
JOi&D inolLned 3&o and 5% Shaxqbu.. 
$!g& 9rL*grscm* m.di0 (0.145 rmu): bmv.U 
of Cra~Olourvith eull,mo.~g.Lwn prtobmw 
ceo&crA&baad4umaughtlyooSia~vitha 
carbonate cawat. Camera&~ ooaraer+r&wd bolov 
69.OOnvlthv~~ rumdwdcl~ta of similar tuff, 
umlsuy 2-5 lm in Iriz.o but 000M1osully 20 III. 
Con~ssmottlbdoxar/~ tuffvitha%as~ 
texture. Well-bw&d belov 70.15 m dth banda 5-35 mu 
wide, iaouaed at56O, of prlo gzeem, reddisb-p~rplo and 
OreI colour. Ioverparta amgawr&lly9ale coloured 
greellie.hBpd'~",mo~~ butvithoooamional 
bands cmtaiahgoluta up to 5u~in size. 
Fad of Borehole 
34 
%Mral.iaation 
S_le 
SO. (CXD) 
338 
Thin oalaita veinl~ta and bar&d 
(l-10 rim) c~oite/oblori~ wiru 
aad ~irblota puall*l to jointa at 
0. 324 and 380. Thickor(lO-3Oran) 
oaloite/chlorit4 vei~ at 28.50 m, 
31.10 m and 33.rO m. CalOik/ 
cblorita veiw at 32.20 m and 33.10 m 
contalo. farp3Titemodulem (up to 
5 31c) 0Jn0Qtr8tadia dark oaada. 
339 
coatinuin&! vial q oaloitJcuorip 
~0i~,@wrallyiaolinoderoMd30. 
Crratala err often fibroos, vith 
fibre* 9w9mmdioulpt to walla ofwia 
suege8wngthatthrvriwMtaMi~ 
cooung johats filledbylatel&i.ral- 
ishg fluid8. Oulert8nSialalfeature~ 
inollldamalltazuion#anhe~andmaay 
ClO8ed join+a uhioh offset mlwral 
vein& C@.lcite/ohlorit.e veti at 
33-M ID, h-25 m, 3Llro P. 35.05 m. 
35.75 1, 35.95 m. 37.15 m, 38.95 8. 
Iro.35 m. 40.75 m, 41.5O-41.91 m, 
15XJ m, 42.55 m. 42.75 m. 43.25 m. 
43.85 ID. 44.60 m. 44.75 m. 45.43 m, 
16.85 IP, 47.35 a slrd 47.70 m. 356 
Chlorite i6 leaa hmdant bolov 45 m. 
Below 47.70 ooxv 11 bmkgl abowu a 
aerie* of thick aaloiteovoku (up to 
limaofwtS&ledvoida in 
c0ntl.m ofvmiaehvxa veil-fO& crymtals 
(3 um) ofnril-hedaaloite. smmllvsfn 
fra 48.7ohm5 m 0calw.M cavitirm with 
mall (1 mr), elcmgate, prim&ic, tbrhled, 
cl*rr oryetala Jf zoolit.. caloite/ 
chlorite (5-10 em) at 49.30 m. 49.90 m, 
Cadonata v8ia (10 cd~),b~oiat+d. vhite 
and orea colourad 0mt.11. lattn show 
leaa rewtiarvith acid andmyb+ dolate, 
iwalined 460 from 63.52-63.67 m. *sul= 
Yoga contain mndl ((1 ma), clear, 9ri~tiC 
cryntala of zsolitelh samm lhanite stai.zung 
ae wointer..ct*~kuofcprc 
bate. m&Ayormr ?&l&to, a- rhombic 
oqmtaln vltholwudfaon, vit+ eouvhite 
caloik. ho&edat23° and 31 h 
63.80-64.10 m. vu&r atbltoTxmatimof 
VeinJ cants&la very clerc,g.lMmy crJatals 
(2-4,) of a.&&head ca~cifa and ape&a of 360 
. Tkdn, inmgular dohite/o&zite 
veixu vith pyrits h 61r.53-6h.66 m and 
64.90-65.05 m. Dark banda hclined 59' 
below 65.25 m oontrtn @ta s9eokn and - 
+hin(1r5)vhu of crr-loulwio~ 
at.. Thin(lm)ve~p~eltothe 
bandjag arowui 65.60 m cc&&ncarboaate and 
wt.. Vein (8 m) of cm-oloured 
0ebmmtovlthpyriteiIlcun.d 2ooat 
65.94 m. Litt1. veiaiag or mhmralisatioa 
below 66.2Sm apart fxmoooaaionrl very 
malldiwalnahd#9eckaof~t..anda 
8tzM~2~v.ia of calcite + 34 
pyrite inow 550 at 66.95 II. 
Poia(5 im) ofpalo pinkbarytr and s0lp1 
caloik, inu.Li~ticp00, h68.06- 
68.27 m 
Vein (0.5 am) of pal. pink barj+caloit. 
inclined I.# at 68.65 m. SeToral tun 
veinlots (1 um) of caloite/bm to 
70.45 m vi* a sin& amall epaok of mite 
observed at 70.00 m. lwnpyritbrich 
banda p&r1 to the beddin& ooour. at 
70.20 m smd a htffuaa thicker baud (5 m) 
at 70.35 m caxtaina l-2 ;a0 yyrite nodules. 
A pale bad at 70.75 m oontti qeoks of 
pyrite in luger clamta and a diffhe baad 
vitb diea&ted pyrite ocoura at 70.80 m. 
Carbon&~ veia(2 au) inouned 3p coatsiru 
pd*plak, rho&i0 dolomite, sow calcite 
and mite @xiaa up to 2 m in size. 
361 
362 
lb17 
APPFXDIXI TAEJ.E V Bo~3B(A.nKEllmGPLAwlwIOH) 
G.B. X-S 99312 72219 Aaumthr 1900 Ildlllation: 660 
811ird.inatlom am me-dparallelto the corel~. 
Inclined Int.r- 
Iwe (m) sootion (In) 
2.40 2.40 
3.86 1Ab 
rb.54 12.68 
16.90 O.& 
18.10 
19.70 
20.37 
1.12 
1.50 
0.67 
21.74 1.37 
34.9 12.16 
39.40 
45.70 
!Ls.?O 
46.97 
46.97 
5.00 
5.30 
0.20 
!.07 
1.07 
Llthologg 
%ulderClgp;) wlthdoleritm boul&ra atbaee. 
&&&&g woathawl.broun, samdyamdfriable. 
IkJlerlte; @qhgrwm, oouuc(prined (1 nmj, Iwhrately 
fresh; br&m co= at top andcuandexfoliatl~n 
fractore~from4&?0-4.80m. Jolate imclhad at 30' aad 
Beta firur-grrkud below 10.00 m. 
i?*,W 
Joints at 
aud 600. 
b&w 14.50 II. 
soehmd oo.lli (1 nm) of c6lclt. 
m fW* cw.ll.d. Pal. grw 
audsughtl.ymottledbolowl4.9om. %ch interstlt1al 
cahmata below 15.40 II. V~pal.grwn,mottladamd 
TerJ f_ bolou 16.02 m* b.cauh3 soft and 
cre-loursdwlthpartin&x inolhodat 73O. BMCciatS 
chilloddolerite krbval lb cmwithashup. faultad 
contact lmcltned at 360. 
l.w@rolut# up to lo-. Cruda kddiDg ulolhed at @if. 
Sharp ban iwalimd at 69O. 
saaldeeno; off-wbik. mdio (0.3 nr). wll- 
sort& dmnaldbd ( silioa c~t,muaivo. MCsOwnU 
ai.l~ bah (1 cm) with lodeoruts, Inolinod at 75O in 
tap 50 a. Joiatm at 6 and Zlf. Passing dowl into: 
cola- sewa-; pale wr msdlo, 
carbwuta c-t. Brmoiatsd fm 20.37~2Q.65 m vith 
(1-2 cm)of palalbostau in adazkgnlmatxix. 
Sughtplw-oluthluuulldedg.sofnodlllesamd 
aubparalhltobeddhg. W of dull dabrim are 
c-8 lm wlitaryooral at 22.20 m. Duk, 
calcareax~mdhma bamdwithlipoy rruripoer andlar~ 
(1 cmj muwhdoalouoownodole~ ikm 24.~24.45m. 
Ltnu~~~oaktlmwrtobonodLlluwlthmavahrufraw8mt~. 
0ft.m in a lipmy, dsk, omlo~ titcau matrix. 
soutw co4.n at 26.67 m. 26.88 m, 26.94 ml 27.08 PL. 
29.08 m. 31.&-31.79 m. Daak bpdtithWion@xaho@ 
fnn 30.22+30.&9 m. Ltthomtmticm 001~ 33.45-33.60 m. 
Iyriuaed soUty corals 34.77-34.90 m and 35.08 m. 
35 
MlzuraLl~aUom 
Sample 
No. (CD) 
:i: 
365 
366 
367 
Vein (1 cm) of calolto andpink bar@. 
inoUnad at 200 imo 18.1S18.25 m. 
Thin, inw&arcalcikveinlota and a 
llttl. pink bm. (370) 
N*tw* of vei.M (9 to 2 an) of white 
calcite andplnkbaryte with alittle 
&au ti 20.37-20.65 m. Hard, dadh 
leea caloarww band inclined hbO fmo 
21.44-21.74 m ccptrizv amch pprik: 372 
die-w am5nmmodole~elom- 
gatadp~eltothebeddiw SLdaa 
,. 373 
374 
disMminatedgrusNp1acin6upt03(fl( 
of sm%d&ma clertm. Mt+b=J4s 
bandia cut by thim(1 ma) caloik 
vvIP1*ts. 
Hazy thin. irre@u veina (2-5 rm) of 
caloltovlthoccaalonalpinkbarrte to 
a.29 m. ‘Ihi& vwna (l-5 cn) of 
calolti. low lnclhatioa fram 23.93- 
24.29 m. uttlapyriti Qllipey 
mlxfacelln0aloMWmudatoBa~. 
2~vx&bmvlof3~pyriknodolee 
at 25.16 0. li.tw*cr 3nnwidm 
caloita/baqta mlha frm 2S*lb-25.40 m. 
_rarlfV diaamhxted 
31° at 26.67 m. calcita vehlatm 
26.67-26.87 rni calcite in temaiop gamhem 
20.11-28.25 m. Caloit. -in (2-5 m) 
inclined 200 fm 30&X+30.22 8. caoiti 
vw.n (2-4 cm),1rrwularbuti3wl.=u 
parallol to co*, with soattered 2 nm 
_cf&=a tbugbm frr0 32.~ 
32.58 m* enda at a 4 an vein of calcite 
dthgal~po~oulwtooomat 
32.58 m. caloiti vall*tm con- to 
32.78 m without grla~~. T~langaAea 
amdvu&llotm of caloita (9 to 4nml) 
frrn 33.85-3.77 m cmtaio occaaianrl 
cpeckm (l-2 mr) of grlama #ad -ta. 
Veialata tezmhati atad&Y bandccnr- 
tal.ning~teaodule~~asolitW 
corrltithhorqpyritersp~t 
from 34.77-34.90 m. 
Abcndsmt dissmiaatad nodliies of pjrltr, 
l-10 m in air* and a- cubic cxyeala 
up to 3 = (0.6. 35.45 a). Pq?Tlte ia 383 
partioulmly c~ce&ratedmmarKha of 334 
shell fra@ata and ln large soutary (385) 
corals (e.g. 35.06 m). slaa thin 
(1 2lQ) oakit* vdalets. 
I4u& dbJ-tad pyrite in llochd.~ up 
ti5uninaizosrrdamundshrlland 
‘3~’ 
coral frmtm. Thtmlaymrof 387 
cal01ta m joiatm. Calolk -in 388 
(3 m) and vwlnlet* with pyrite and 
gahna, inoliaod 19 frm 40.86 
389 
41.09 m. PyTlk loa@ ablmdamt below 
44.70 m. ~ocsllianil aphahri~ and .&m 
Caloaroovbandvlth 3091pJrritofmr 
46.28-46.37 m. lbdhxu below coatedna 
pyrite. dia0~ted sod in nodoles. 
very tun Emarofgalemaan a joint 
surface at 46.55 m. Ppzite dch band, 
1 cm tide at 46.90 m. :~odules (UP to 
5 ZES) and thin stringws, pPraUe1 to 
$w&un& of @aLerite throwhout. 
Little msoolated @hoa. 
mIXI TABLE V (ootMnued) 
Inclined 
Depth (m) 
Intel- 
seotion (m) 
49.50 2.53 
w off-white. mottled, very fine-greined,-aloareoue, 
poorbw Beo~eli@tlycoaree~,mottled. 
withp~e@eem~Lnacre~whitematrixbolcw 
47.40 m. well developed jolats iaouned at 4oo end 750. 
Off-uhite, wa-caloareow, waaibly eilicified patohee of 
irxeQLLartextureoooorbetwmksceee ofrquhrtsxtura 
(e.g. 40.05-49.50 m). Mottled - and white ba 
preeentbelw~.VOm. Tbinmotletsp~eent~t. 
5S.05 a.55 
w, pele graen andcreemoolowed,mottled.medl~ 
~,b~dvLthoo~b~0.5-10cmtbic*and 
very flat bedding iaoliaed at 710. Smbandeehow 
nll-developed@ededb&dk$audlodeoee~~etiag 
depoeiticoin aD aqueau mvbmm8nt. Lem v.ll-b.dw, 
purpliehtodrrlc~iaoolourbelw50.VOn, them 
ooareeD@eiMd,pal.gnarandcre~vithinYe&ulu: 
~:~oz?Yozxzetl 51.77 end 54 341 
Coaree~akted (2-3 m) cud poor+eokd below 54.90 m 
with poor beduJ# jncuned at 710. Wnllyptie M* 
dvlurgrnn and ore= with oooaeiti pink atreake. 
Some lateretiuel OelOiM 0-t belcu 57.70 1. ppnlng 
_IYht+: 
62.67 4.62 
63.30 0.63 
w ddt ipea to 58.28 m. them wry pale grwnhb- 
&reyuithgxwniehmottlinSinpleoee; vesyf~, 
relatively femtureleee. ~~*f~,gmnmot~ 
below 59.30 m; gprplhh and breooirted Fmp jV.f% 
60.34 ml thapde giwni-. flw+r&A tnfftith 
fine aottliag mad a -mzy rq@ar, almet a- temtum, 
parmimtiog to 60.96 ms tha aimi& ia texture, but 
medium @een in oolcur. B_ie preeentbe1ov 
61.20 m, beowUag generally coareer-grrtord with - 
;~e-@?&wd(3u%k)bea&. Pele-oolouredinbaeal 
. 
=I offuhite/pelegrey, veryfkeqc&wd; slight 
etre~bendiagpareUeltothe beddhg,o?.hawi~ 
featmelesa. Estlmr moft with lipey bedding eurfecee. 
Gredee dolm into: 
66.73 3.43 
67.30 0.57 
semd8tale~ off white, filu to lnaaio (0.1 ma). 
ldl-Soti. w: ml.Oac~usin pPrtareeolting 
in a good partla# inclined at 710. coereewJniMd 
(0.2-0.3 mm) belov 64.00 m but still with mloeoeoue 
;Ez 
~oEsrboabteoawlt,aliglltly~ehin 
. Very nueeive belou 65.40 m. shcp bee.. 
3UL3 pdee=n =7 u.. feetoxeleee, 
mudetmclikeegpe&mme~ flekeylpPtillelbeddimg. 
I'lottled towwde beee. Peeelngdowniator 
72.40 5.10 
w pele#r3em/c~m/grey,mottled,medi~to 
SW 
(1-6m)bended. PoorbeddU&?inolined 
Lare, @rr6 cm 0lutat68.400. PelC 
ool&red bende of ellipeoidal le@li fns 69.30-69.65 m 
ti 70.82-70.95 m. coune+grawd(!+amn)belw 
71.30 m with m&-a, poorly-eorted olaete. 
Peeeingdowliater 
74.77 2.37 
sub-en&estith zwmdedc0laere.moetl.y of f_ 
tuef. Beddlngpocrorebeent. Sli&tcarbom&e 
c~~inplMoevith*p~iculrrlyo~~rich 
beud (poeeibly Ilnnm clute) fm 74.26-74.62 m. 
~vitho&oomteceaentfmo74.48tobaee. 
Sherp, porribly farltedbue inclined et40'. 
u; mediumtodsk~.fia~d,0el0weoue 
below 74.93 m to 75.50 m. Pele ~zmax endmottledwith 
~l~cleetesadb~iaoUmed~Ofm 
75.00-75.96 m( pale bluieh grey aad very fJne-@re.ined 
fm 75.96-76.90 m. 
76.40 2.13 
70.60 1.70 
m pele ,glwaieh end grey, irrqulu te-: 
lerge, roondedoleete(7 an) off_ ( mottled tuff 
uithirrr(plpr crtiaadeae fiaely-veeloularlava. 
Stratlgraphto beee. 
m pelegrarm, fv (0.1 ");&ybz, 
poor bedding, elighteutobz!eooiati~. 
with a little oaz%x&e o-t below 79.05 m, bW 
more pmnounoed and invgolar below 79.50 m. Passing 
mfntoc 
80.32 1.72 
meddyandehelly. ~modetaleintop 
corele endpelenodulee ia amediue6rep, celcplwru 
audetoneuutrix. P&ly eharp baee. 
81.16 0.84 
36.15 
36.60 
4.99 
0.45 
~caratq pale green, poor- iE-sorted. 
rwudedcleete up to 2-4 co, meetly of fine-grained 
t&f or fin*~gdeloidal lava. Lowor peehave 
metly oleete of anygdeloidalbeeelttith celoite/chlorite 
in the mgdelee end ae interetitial calcite. s-t4 
better sbrtlagwithtightI~-paoked. well-rounded cleete 
&8 m) fran 84.94-85.46 m. Wite a ehwp bm. 
'J&f& dazkgragattop,bWptie@eY,mly 
f~ained,noPoelo~,mnde~~ appeuaace. 
Be~coeree+graiaeddownuuxleandpMe*do~~~: 
9:.46 
91.46 
h.86 
m=, oZX&~Zj,fZdtZZZ2 em 
vide, inoUaed64-66°,poczceort~, cub-angrrlpr oleete, 
-elcweoua. Bti of 2-5~lapilli~quiteco=o= 
bee regulprbendiagwithpoorly-eortedclaete ofveriou 
ehapee and sizea below 90.2'7 m. More re8Uler aud bended 
below 90.92 m. 
Bid of Eaehole 
Litholog)- 
pllrplieb-grey* ill-eorted olute up to 
withoooeeioMLlazgercleete~ 
36 
Mineralisation 
1 cmbandofdeaee,browieh 
nodnlee at 47.20 m may be 
sulphides (?ephalerite). 
Irregulpr etreeke of pyrite at
47.40 m. Very finely dteeuninated 
pyrite towwde beee. 
SFm vsrl fV, dies&ted 
pprite. calcite vein (5 xm3), 
irregular et 56.36 m and thin veinlet 
at 57.40 m. SevereldPrlr,metellic 
;gxi~~up to 1 cm tide fnna 56.35- 
. . 
Sample 
lea. (CXD) 
392 
393 
394 
(395) 
Twa film of 
at 58.60 m. 
pmeent al jointe 
399 
TtUn (102 m) celoite/be vek, 
eub-penllel to the bedding (710) at 
64.06 m. Interetftlal.pinLinh, 
metell.ic minerel preeeat at 61r.58 m. 
= ?aicoolite. 
Lapillibemdecontatniaz'a&ar3~ 
patahee of orloite/beryte and emell 
emo#nte of dieetited, f-ed 
pyrite in pleoee. 
l?ewvedue,tbincerbonateveinlete. 
Claete in carbonate-richbandfrom 
74.26-74.62 m contain emall pyrite 
nodules. 
Thin leneee (1 can lq) of calcite 
withpyTikinupperpart. CplOGUXWU 
horizon at 75.00 m conte.ine 1 cm pyrite 
ties. Veinlete (l-2 m) of 
calcik, with pp-ia WI possibly bry-te 
fxe~ 75.13-75.33 m and 75.54-75.67 m. 
cd0m cleete (up to a CB) tith 
WTit. at 7s.u m. ThiLirreaular 
&cite vein 
76.90 m. 
with pyrite at 
Scam diee~tedpyrlte. Impereietant 
wine (l-3 un) of calcite with sane pidc 
baryte frra 78.46-78.64 m. 
Autobreociated with irre&ar patches 
and veLnLate of calcite from 78.87- 
:z: :' 
Pyrite no&lee (1 cm) at 
. . Calcite win. 2 m, 
irrequlw. low inclination from 
80.0240.23 m. 
Pyrltiferoue etreake in top 15 cm. 
Very py-ritcricb band, 1 an tide from 
ao.wo.47 m. Sam, dieeemiaated 
pyritewithinendamuadncduleeand 
eheu oleete to ao.59 m. 
Few irregular calofte veinlate 
little iateretitial cdclte. 
and 
402 
403 
404 
405 
400 
409 
410 
411 
412 
L13 
Sue, dieeainated, 
pyrite e.g. 30.11 m 
$2 
416 
APPENDIX II 
GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES OF BOREHOLE CORES 
Analyses of drillcore from the five boreholes are listed in Tables I 
to V. General lithological descriptions only are given but the 
sample numbers are cross-referenced in the tables of borehole 
logs in Appendix I. 
Most of the sedimentary units’ and the mineralised zones 
within dolerite were analysed in total with an average sample 
length of 1.5 to 2 m. Further isolated samples were chosen to 
given representative analyses of the remainder of the core and to 
determine background concentrations (i.e. in dolerite). The 
selected core lengths were split in half longitudinally. Half of 
each sample was crushed in a jaw crusher to less than 5 mm par- 
ticle size, coned, quartered and approximately 200 g were 
ground to less than 50 pm grain size in an agate Tema mill. The 
samples were analysed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Co, Ni and Ag by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry (AAS) and for As and Ba by 
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF). Samples showing 
traces of Ag were subjected to a more efficient acid attack and re- 
analysed by AAS with no improvement in yield. 
APPIXDIX II TANS1 
Sample No. 
CW 
449 
450 
451 
452 
s* cm) 
To 
9.80 10.80 
19.19 21.00 
27.32 27.80 
39.58 40.07 
xmtereeot.im 
(4 
0.92 
1.81 
0.48 
0.49 
453 0.46 Pemtite pat& kr dolerito 20 P 70 25 20 1 0 3hY 
454 
455 
61.37 61.85 
74.57 75.14 
0.u 
0.57 
- II TABUII BoBmoLE ‘B (c-m) 
425 5.35 5.54 0.19 
426 10.00 11.20 1.20 
427 14.30 15.36 0.56 
4228 19.78 20.50 0.72 
lr29 25.26 26.71 2A5 
430 26.71 28.28 1.57 
431 28.39 30.53 2.14 
432 30.53 32.15 1.62 
433 32.15 33.98 1.83 
434 33.98 37.40 3.42 
435 37.~ 38.60 1.20 
436 38.60 41.44 2.84 
437 41.44 42.90 1.46 
43a 42.90 45.as 2.95 
439 45.85 47.25 1.40 
440 47.25 L8.M 1.25 
441 4a.50 51.55 3.05 
443 53.74 54.62 0.88 
u4 60.90 61 .w, 0.54 
446 69.56 71.00 1.44 
447 75.10 76.01 0.91 
44-i 78.115 78.76 0.31 
Litholcvg 
Dolerite + ae.laite/cblorite v&n 
Burlt 
m1.rit0, chilled 
rnleritn, CO_. with microp~~tite 
Dolerite, co-grained 
DolerIte, co-d 
37 
cu E 
Trace~went coacentratioM (ppm) 
co i%Li&aa 
50 20 70 40 50 1 3 310 
50 30 go 50 2M) 2 5 663 
60 20 go 30 30 1 0 794 
15 20 90 20 15 0 0 291 
jj 20 60 30 30 1 0 us 
50 20 70 35 40 1 0 793 
jo 20 100 Ire 30 1 0 514 
35 20 a0 30 25 1 0 U&l 
9o a 110 70 60 1 0 549 
jo 20 loo 50 45 0 0 600 
65 20 200 60 60 1 0 524 
60 20 170 55 55 1 2 579 
5 30 20 30 40 1 22 3673 
20 20 40 50 40 1 3 383 
10 20 10 35 40 1 u+ 952 
10 20 20 60 60 0 54 294 
loo 20 lx) 40 50 1 1 419 
loo 20 30 30 40 0 30 453 
20 30 40 50 50 1 37 537 
35 190 40 50 60 1 16 39a 
a0 500 70 60 60 1 21 654 
10 go0 60 55 45 1 127 2975 
10 40 20 35 20 f kl 790 
15 30 110 30 20 1 1 4147 
40 40 200 55 40 1 2 lll&6 
30 30 go 50 50 1 0 a31 
loo LO 290 60 60 3 0 326 
80 50 140 65 50 1 1 1666 
APPmDIxII 
SmDl.9 No. 
cm Frcm -To-- 
300 10.70 10.83 
301 14.14 14.28 
302 14.35 16.77 
303 17.20 18.75 
304 19.33 19.53 
305 21.47 21.70 
306 23.95 24.05 
P7 24.05 24.a2 
pa 24.82 25.70 
3ov 25.70 27.27 
310 27.37 29.27 
311 29.27 29.37 
312 29.37 31.94 
313 31.94 33.60 
314 33.60 36.20 
315 36.25 37.90 
316 37.90 39-43 
317 39.43 41.55 
318 41.55 43.44 
319 43.44 45.10 
3m 45.10 45.32 
321 45.74 45.a5 
322 46.15 46.25 
323 47.70 47.85 
324 49.70 49.90 
421 so.31 so.77 
422 53.50 53.64 
IncUxmd Dmtb Cm) 
BoEEmm2 (sxmaluml) 
IntcrmotiaI 
(4 
0.13 
0.14 
2.42 
1.55 
0.20 
0.23 
0.10 
0.77 
0.80 
1.57 
1.90 
0.10 
2.57 
1.66 
2.60 
1.65 
1.53 
2.12 
1.89 
1.66 
0.22 
0.11 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.46 
0.14 
38 
!a 22 
30 F 
50 30 
5 60 
5 160 
5 14O 
5 10 
30 2800 
20 
25 
2o 
20 
25 
4o 
2o 
20 
20 
20 
20 
25 
25 
55 
2o 
Trace ElemQlt C~a&rationa (ppn) 
aI L2 &As 4 
70 25 55 0 5 
160 120 loo 2 7 
loo 5 10 1 3 
10 5 20 1 12 
So 25 75 1 2 
10 20 30 1 29 
4m 70 loo 3 27s 
350 
15 20 5 2 
20 30 7 4 
20 30 5 1 
15 40 4 9 
15 30 4 2 
15 40 ,6 7 
20 45 5 6 
15 40 5 10 
20 50 5 6 
20 50 3 a 
10 4o 3 3 
25 50 3 3 
30 70 4 11 
25 60 2 5 
60 210 2 1 
13o 24o 1 35 
70 200 1 0 
80 la0 1 0 
50 190 1 3 
ao 210 1 0 
Ba 
349 
176 
238 
559 
827 
387 
25300 
723 
618 
79 
97 
108 
289 
119 
a2 
678 
1473 
305 
436 
559 
522 
3oop 
2v77 
1528 
a86 
IV& 
AmEN7m II 
Sample No. 
CW 
325 
326 
327 
32% 
418 
419 
420 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
3M 
342 
%3 
3u 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
Xl 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
417 
TABLE: rv 
ticlined Depth (m) Intersection Uthology 
mm To 
4.29 5.59 
5.59 7.20 
a.37 
L 
9.10 
9423 I 9.34 
9.10 9.23 
3.;9 10. jj 
10.55 lo.85 
lo.as 11.82 
11.82 11.91 
M 
1.30 
1.61 
12.26 
13.75 
14.ia 
17.50 
la.40 
19.65 
21.00 
22.01 
24.50 
27.18 
28.40 
31.90 
32.96 
3L.Oa 
35.65 
3a.go 
41.66 
4.5.45 
47.98 
48.57 
52.33 
54.20 
55.04 
62.14 
63.00 
63.16 
63.28 
63.52 
i 
63.90 
64.53 
63.41 
1 63.67 
1 64.10 
64.70 
66.29 
12.41 
13.85 
14.29 
17.72 
la.54 
19.77 
21.40 
22.19 
a.73 
27.29 
28.50 
32.15 
33.10 
34.20 
36.00 
39.00 
41.91 
45.56 
48.38 
48.65 
52.50 
54.36 
55.34 
62.29 
63.16 
63.28 
63.41 
63.67 
64.10 1 64.70 
63.52 
63.90 1 64.53 
66.24 
67.92 
68.21 68.35 
70.14 70.34 
70.75 70.86 
1.3 
0.13 
0.66 
0.30 
0.97 
0.09 
0.15 
0.10 
0.11 
0.22 
0.14 
0.12 
0.40 
0.18 
0.23 
0.11 
0.10 
0.25 
0.14 
0.12 
0.35 
0.10 
0.25 
0.11 
0.40 
0.08 
0.17 
0.16 
0.30 
0.15 
0.16 
0.12 
0.13 
0.52 
0.77 
1.59 
1.53 
0.14 
0.20 
0.11 
Cao8reow s.smd8tow 
c8lc8wow s8IldEtone 
DolEU-itS 
Dolerite + calcite vein + sulphide 
Lhestane 
I&lestoM+flwriti 
Limestone + 0ccrvioMlpyrik 
MinenlieadLilue~tano inccmt8otwitb 
m1SZ.tte 
rnlerlt.9 + c-to rnins 
Dolerite + caloite/beqtevein 
'1Jbit.W' 
Dolerite + CalCih veti 
m10titO 
rnlerlte +glsal, miM~seJdp8tch 
Dolerite, mottled, brecchhd+oubnmste 
Dolerite, mcttled 
rnler1te. chilled+ crlaik vow 
rnlrrite 
Dolerite + orlcite/chlcrita v&u 
rnlorite +c8lcit&xLori~ +pyrite 
mlerik + ce&ite/chlcri~ +mite 
Ik1W.W 
Dolerite + CplOfk/clllOri~ vein 
Dolerib + calcite/chlorita vein 
rnlorite +calose/cGrikvuia 
mlerlto 
Dclerite l calalto vein + vuga 
mhrite + crloite vein + zeclites 
molerite +08lciteveha 
Dokite, c0rrebmd 
mbit0 + ~rloik, vekr0 
mhrite, -gad + cdoik o4.u 
&ad&cad cc&a&be- 
dchrits aad san&taio 
s8odai.Qme + diaeadaded pyrite 
Sandstone+dlsa~tadandthinbspds 
of pyrite 
Puff, cream, f-d 
'fWf,banded+plritifercusbaada 
Tuff, baadod + pyritifercun baids 70 20 
39 
cu 
5 
10 
E 
20 
30 
5 70 
20 
30 
40 
20 
850 
20 
100 
90 
SO 
20 
lo0 10 
400 10 
m 20 
100 20 
160 20 
i-70 20 
.25 2-J 
70 20 
105 60 
150 30 
30 610 
60 30 
a5 200 
140 40 
140 70 
95 60 
120 50 
170 40 
40 40 
130 40 
PO 40 
170 40 
11s 50 
170 40 
180 40 
35 40 
15 50 
20 
10 
25 
25 
15 
940 
40 
30 
30 
40 
?O 
40 
Tr8oe Elenaeat concemtntione (pp ) 
a h EL 
20 10 20 
20 10 20 
60 20 so 
20 20 30 
10 20 so 
20 20 so 
10 20 40 
20 30 30 
40 70 70 
50 30 30 
130 a0 40 
120 40 70 
210 60 loo 
130 60 90 
90 40 140 
140 80 230 
'30 30 60 
180 55 a0 
60 20 60 
a0 so 80 
120 35 70 
40060 90 
190 60 10s 
loo 40 a0 
230 55 100 
330 70 100 
120 35 60 
300 55 90 
190 50 70 
210 50 100 
70 40 90 
a0 45 75 
40 70 loo 
20 45 60 
20 35 60 
as P 
0 154 
2 216 
5 551 
5 149 
1 127 
2 592 
13 60 
5 337 
1 a450 
0 64500 
3 1726 
0 475 
0 ta1 
0 551 
0 1804 
0 170 
0 3093 
5 566 
0 127 
0 24100 
1 2293 
0 320 
0 212 
0 102 
0 909 
3 300 
0 676 
0 3477 
0 311 
1 208 
0 172 
2 149 
5 120 
1 67 
4a 44 
20 15 25 
10 15 25 
10 15 30 
10 M 30 
10 s 50 
120 70 140 
k 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 235 
9 55 
4 776 
22 162 
P 1256 
0 261 
65 260 0 0 345 
Sup10 No. loclinod Ewth bn) Intemeotion LithOlogp 
CH) 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
370 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
3at 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
(4 
0.16 
0.87 
0.62 
0.28 
1.12 
0.15 
1.22 
0.26 
0.53 
0.28 
0.79 
0.30 
2.55 
1.70 
2.12 
2.11 
1.8B 
0.68 
1.07 
1.05 
1.73 
1.94 
2.25 
0.32 
1.50 
2.06 
1.00 
390 
FaKm ‘To‘_ 
11.47 11.63 
14.63 15.50 
15.88 16.50 
16.60 16.88 
16.98 18.10 
18.10 18.25 
18.35 19.57 
19.57 19.84 
19.84 20.37 
20.37 20.65 
20.65 21.44 
21.44 21.74 
21.74 24.29 
24.29 25.99 
25.99 28.11 
28.11 30.22 
30.22 32.10 
32.10 32.78 
32.78 33.85 
33.85 SC.90 
34.90 36.63 
36.63 38.57 
30.57 40.82 
40.82 41.14 
41.14 42.64 
42.64 44.70 
44.70 45.70 
c::: ::;] 
E:; ::1 
46.97 49.50 
49.50 51.55 
54.34 56.25 
56.25 58.28 
58.28 59.30 
59.30 60.96 
60.96 62.67 
62.67 63-P 
63.30 65.4o 
65.40 66.73 
66.77 67.30 
67.30 69.92 
69.92 72.40 
72.40 74.77 
74.77 75.50 
75.50 76.90 
76.90 78.60 
78.60 80.21 
80.21 81.16 
al.16 83.65 
83.65 86.15 
86.15 86.60 
86.66 80.45 
88.45 90.27 
90.27 91.46 
0.29 
391 0.98 
392 
393 
394 
395 
3% 
397 
398 
399 
4ofJ 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
lro6 
407 
lroB 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
2.53 
2.05 
1.91 
2.03 
1.02 
1.66 
1.71 
0.63 
2.10 
1.33 
0.53 
2.62 
2.48 
2.37 
0.73 
1.40 
1.70 
1.61 
0.95 
2.49 
2.50 
0.45 
1.79 
1.82 
1.19 
40 
44 a 
160 70 
110 5o 
280 l&l 
20 40 
30 110 
30 110 
20 60 
20500 
40 220 
30 640 
30 210 
20 650 
20 220 
20 1M) 
15 90 
1s 80 
15 380 
3o 1110 
45 280 
2Q 1830 
25 12u 
30 a50 
P 860 
20 lso0 
20 1450 
20 a50 
25 1100 
40 lOa 
60 770 
55 to 
60 20 
40 20 
40 10 
30 10 
25 20 
0 10 
10 20 
5 20 
5 20 
100 2o 
90 20 
170 20 
60 20 
20 20 
30 20 
30 40 
20 20 
40 20 
65 20 
30 20 
70 20 
70 20 
P 20 
a 
2!3J 
120 
ao 
100 
220 
100 
30 
90 
300 
210 
1P 
470 
00 
240 
a0 
70 
60 
50 
50 
a0 
la0 
110 
110 
20 
a0 
90 
10 
10 
10 
10 
60 
90 
80 
30 
50 
90 
70 
40 
90 
loo 
80 
Bo 
00 
50 
co rrt4s & 
60 95 1 0 
SO 75 1 0 
tco 75 1 0 
30 80 1 2 
55 140 2 21 
15 40 1 2 
10 35 1 1 
35 90 1 75 
3090 143 
20 30 2 6 
20 60 1 10 
20 40 2 18 
20401 20 
m401 10 
2040 115 
20451 12 
2040 2 11 
2o 45 2 33 
20 70 2 23 
40 90 2 105 
25 55 2 2a 
35 70 2 63 
30 70 2 5-l 
60 120 2 166 
N 55 3 57 
35 70 4 55 
45 a0 2 56 
90 180 2 52 964 
55 la0 3 30 
60 
70 
70 
80 
50 
120 
75 
35 
105 
5 
35 
a0 
70 
65 
30 
lb5 
60 
40 
45 
60 
60 
110 
60 
70 
70 
160 
170 
55 
500 
15 
180 
195 
180 
160 
70 
745 
160 
00 
215 
230 
190 
170 
170 
220 
1 12 1432 
1 14 803 
1 15 P2 
1 2 236 
1 4 816 
1 2 717 
1 7 638 
1 16 1367 
1 671 465 
1 14 73 
1 156 1240 
1 7 lrl& 
0 0 270 
0 2 179 
0 4 156 
0 0 Lo7 
0 0 374 
1 5 421 
0 17 186 
1 0 331 
0 0 372 
0 0 338 
0 7 2% 
1 7 269 
0 0 637 
736 
908 
356 
9706 
15100 
507 
9QlJJo 
7% 
540 
636 
1175 
81 
414 
122 
78 
101 
599 
95 
107 
107 
193 
514 
170 
313 
2478 
APPENDIX III 
PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY OF DRILLCORE 
SPECIMENS 
Note: PTS numbers refer to polished thin-sections held by IGS 
Applied Mineralogy Unit (PS refers to a polished block). 
(a) BH IB 
CXD 436: 39.52-39.61 m. PTS 7166. 
Soft, pale altered rock (‘white whin’) showing relict dolerite 
texture. Two superimposed alterations (one silicification and 
argillation, the other calcite veinlets and sparry replacements) 
are probably of the same age. Brown semi-opaque leuxoxene 
rims calcite veinlets and has replaced pyroxene and ilmenite. 
Epigenetic p~Ie is common. One calcite veinlet contains a grain 
of semi-opaque ‘albertite' . 
CXD 440: 48.14-48.20 m. PTS 7167. 
Outwardly similar to the PTS 7 166 specimen but in thin sec- 
tion the texture is of irregular quartz grains in a fine argillised 
matrix. Calcite veinlets are accompanied by leucoxene and Fe- 
hydroxide phases. Pyrite is abundant in these veinlets. 
(6) BH 2 
CXD 306: 23.95-23.99 m. PTS 6483. 
Fault breccia comprising three components: grey mudstone, 
pyritic material and sparry calcite cement. At some points the 
pyriIic material fiamboids and coarser grains in a dolomite matrix) 
encloses brown mudstone fragments. The coarse calcite is ac- 
companied by pink balyte, accessory galena and a trace of probable gyp- 
sum, and represents an epigenetic stage of brittle fracturing. 
CXD 308: 25.05-25.11 m. 
Spa9 cakite veil mate%/ containing mudstone fragments and 
part of a mudstone selvage. Pyrite is finely disseminated in the 
mudstone and occurs with gu&na in small vugs and discontinuous 
hairline seams. 
CXD 312: 29.95-30.01 m. 
Black fossiL$~ow limestone, inciuding a substantial coral frag- 
ment, is crossed by a vein of coarse brown calcite. No sulphide 
was observed. 
CXD 316: 39.26-38.35 m. PTS 7168. 
Grq, fossiliferous limestone containing a few black mudstone 
fragments. Fine, ojen fiamboidal, pyn>e occurs in sparry fossil 
replacements, and may be enclosed by isolated sphaferite crystals. 
No evidence for epigenetic metal introduction was observed. 
CXD 317: 39.65-39.71 m. PTS 6484. 
Black lime mud rich in sparry shell fragments. Fine car- 
bonaceous bands indicate bedding and show irregular forms in- 
dicative of sedimentary instability. Thin ‘crumpled’ plates made 
up of fine calcite could be corrugated shell fragments or be deriv- 
ed from layers of pure calcite mud. Fine grains and coarse cubes 
of py?e occur in the darker bands, in fractures in shell fragments 
and in sparry shell replacements, being accompanied in the last 
setting by isolated @ale&e crystals. 
CXD 320: 45.35-45.40 m. PTS 6485. 
Sandy l&stone with sparry calcite shell fragments and crossed 
by fine-grained carbonaceous seams. Fine pyrite occurs in shell 
replacements and, more prevalently, in the carbonaceous 
material as clusters of framboid-like grains accompanied by 
minor galena and @hale&e. 
CXD 322: 46.15-46.25 m. PTS 7169. 
Graphitic talc-m&tone containing a massive pyrite band. This 
band varies from truly massive pyrite to clusters of pqfkt fiam- 
boi&, and also contains coarse flakes of graphite which may 
themselves contain framboids. 
At other points graphite forms a thin-walled cellular structure 
or may be finely laminated, suggesting preserved alga1 structure. 
Ovoid areas of laminar structure in the massive pyrite may also 
be biological in origin. 
41 
(6) BH 3A 
CXD 328: 9.10-9.17 m. PTS 6486. 
Sandy limestone with sparry fossil fragments, cut by a 5 mm 
thick sparry calcite vein. Metallic minerals are absent save for a 
trace of pyrite. 
CXD 419: 10.60-10.68 m. 
Massive grv limestone barren save for local disseminations of 
fine pyrite. A limonitic fracture-vein surface has coarse calcite 
crystals adhering to it. 
CXD 420: 11.75-11.86 m. 
A sharp contuct between grey crystalline limestone and pale altered 
dolerite. Accessory fine pyrite occurs in both. One end of the 
specimen, in dolerite, shows a fracture-vein surface of limonitic 
calcite. Adjacent to this is a 5 mm calcareous zone with coarse 
@rite, then a 4 mm zone of black, highly magnetic material con- 
sisting dominantly of diopsidic pyroxene and quartz (XRD powder- 
photograph Ph 6627); the magnetic property is presumably due 
to magnetite or pyrrhotite micro-inclusions. 
CXD 331: 13.80-13.85 m. PTS’s 6487 and 6496. 
Vein in dolerite: coarse white calcite and pink batyte, with a 
minor amount of chalcedonic silica. The specimen encloses 
slivers of green altered dolerite carrying pyrite and hematite 
granules. 
CXD 335: 19.70-19.74 m. PTS 6488 
Coarse do&rite showing intense chlorite-sericite-clay alteration 
and patches of fine pink chalcedony. The rock is crossed by 
calcite veinlets. Hematitised ferromagnesian and oxide minerals 
are common, and accessory pyri>e and cha&opyrite are present. 
CXD 348: 48.36-48.46 m. 
Chloritised dolerite with intensive calcite veining. Vuggy cavities 
are line with euhedral prisms of probable harmotome (see below). 
CXD 349: 48.65-48.75 m. PTS 6489. 
Calcareous chloritised Unite with accessory pyrite is crossed by 
limonitic calcite veinlets. Hematite and accessory sphene have 
replaced primary ma& silicates and oxides. Vuggy cavities are 
line with harmotone (square prisms with cruciform hemidome ter- 
minations due to interpenetrant twinning: confirmed by XRD 
powder photograph Ph 6628). 
CXD 357: 63.55-63.65 m. 
Heavily Limonitised limestone carrying developments of coarse 
sparry calcite. 
CXD 362: 70.14-70.37 m. 
Chloritised flow-banded lapilli tuf crossed by calcite veiniets. 
Pyrite occurs in calcite vesicle-fills. Other vesicle-fills have a pale 
clay-chlorite filling. 
(d) BH 3B 
CXD 368: 18.15-18.20 m. 
Massive even-textured caicareow sandstone crossed by veinlets 
up to 1 cm thick of calcite and subordinate pink baryte plus occa- 
sional specks of galena. 
CXD 372: 20.55-20.60 m. PTS 6490. 
Breccia: angular fragments of dark grey limestone form some 
40% by volume and are set in a coarse matrix of white calcite, 
pink baryte and clear quartz, which also carries pyrite, gaiena, and 
sphaln’te. Fine pyn’te granules occur disseminated through the 
limestone. 
CXD 374: 21.44-21.48 m. 
Black calcareous mudstone crossed by veinlets of calcite. Pyrite is a 
major constituent finely disseminated and in small (l-3 mm 
thick) lenses in the mudstone. Pyrite also occurs in the veinlets. 
The pyrite enrichment of the mudstone appears to pre-date for- 
mation of the veinlets. 
CXD 376: 25.18-25.23 m. 
B&Z& c&c-mu&one containing branching seams of highly 
graphitic material. A few coarse calcite crystals of diagenetic 
character, and sparry shell fragments, are present. Two 
epigenetic veinlets, one of calcite, quartz and p$e; the other of 
calcite, baryte and ‘albertite’, appear in opposite corners of the 
core specimen (thus not establishing age relationships). The 
mudstone carries fine disseminated pyde. 
CXD 380: 32.15-32.21 m, 32.55-32.63 m. 
Two pieces of black, +s.sil@us limestone crossed by a calcite 
veinlet carrying galtnq spI&ri>e and pyrite. The limestone itself 
appears to be barren. 
CXD 382: 34.17-34.22 m. PTS 6491. 
Black gruphitic mudstone with a network of calcite hairline 
veinlets. The specimen contains a sinuous boundary between 
silified rock and calcareous rock. Disseminated euhedral pur;tc 
grains are abundant, and a single sph&ite crystals was located in 
a veinlet. The silicification is regarded as early diagenetic, which 
with the abundant pyrite may indicate proximity to a contem- 
poraneous siliceous hot spring. 
CXD 384: 36.63-36.73 m. PTS 7171. 
Black limestone and black caic-muo!stone in sharp contact at which 
irregularities suggest local erosion or disturbance of the 
limestone prior to deposition of the mud. Diagenetic pyrite cubes 
occur in sparry shell fragments, or randomly sited in the 
limestone. A cross-cutting calcite hair veinlet is barren and ap- 
parently not related to the sulphide. 
CXD 384: 37.25-37.31 m. 
Dark crystaiiine Limestone with diagenetic pyrite cubes. Car- 
bonaceous seams carry fine p_vritc and small lenses of sparry 
calcite. 
CXD 385: 39.69-39.75 m. PTS 7172. 
Dark limestone with sparry shell fragments and occasional thin 
seams of fine-grained carbonaceous material. elite forms fine 
grains in fossil fragments, and larger diagenetic cubes. Calcite 
hair veinlets are barren save for rare #.&rite grains. 
CXD 385: 40.28-40.33 m. PTS 6492. 
Black muddy cher@ limestone with sparry shell fragments. An ir- 
regular boundary between calcareous and siliceous bands sug- 
gests syn-depositional instability (local down-sagging of the 
siliceous lithology). Pyrite and minor sp/&ritc occur in areas of 
sparry limestone. 
CXD 386/387: 41.10-41.18 m. 
Black limestone crossed by numerous white calcite veinlets and 
containing small patches of sparry calcite. Syrite occurs in the 
sparry patches and, with g&au, in the veins. The sulphide here 
looks epigenetic. 
CXD 387: 42.58-42.64 m. PTS 7173. 
DarkjixsiZ$rous limestone specimen, one end of which consists 
of a g&a bloom developed in a calcite hair veinlet. The rock 
generally contains disseminated fine pyri?e. Muddy bands con- 
tain fine spha&erite, pyri>e, galena and ‘aibertite ‘. 
CXD 388: 43.20-43.23 m. 
Grey fossiliferous limestone in which common pyrite grains 
occur disseminated and preferentially sited in sparry shell 
fragments. 
CXD 390: 45.75-45.81 m. 
Muddy &n&one with graphitic seams: very rich in fine 
disseminated pyri>e and isolated coarser pyrite crystals. Fjtite is 
especially abundant in branching graphitic seams. Gulena occurs 
in calcite hairline veinlets. Spha&rite is almost certainly present. 
CXD 390: 46.32-46.37 m. 
Moderately caicareous black mudstone varying from sulphide- 
poor to sulphide-rich and calcareous. The sulphide is mostly 
pyrite, but fme sphalerite and galena could well be present. 
CXD 391: 46.90-46.92, 46.92-46.95. PS 7175 (second 
piece) 
Consecutive pieces offiiable carbonaceow mudstone, almost non- 
calcareous but heavily sulphide impregnated. The first has a 
pp?e band showing a breccia structure with barren mudstone 
fragments in a pyritic matrix. Adjacent mudstone bands are bar- 
ren and not brecciated. The second specimen shows heavily 
sphaierite with galenu impregnated bands alternating with less 
mineralised mud. 
CXD 392: 47.09-47.15 m. PTS 7176. 
Grey mudstone (possibly tuffaceous) containing hair veinlets 
and lobate micropatches of very fme silica and clay/chlorite, 
Many also contain sparry calcite crystals, and also host sphaf&e 
and, less commonly, galena. The lobate patches are vesicle-like. 
CXD 392: 47.25-47.29 m. 
PorceZfunous clay-rich tuj%ceous rock rich in minute chlorite spots. 
The rock also displays small chloritic patches, lenses and veinlets 
which contain @u&rite and galcna. This, and the preceding 
specimen, are interpreted on geological criteria as a seat-earth 
(see Appendix I). 
CXD 395: 56.25-56.33 m. PTS 6493. 
Tu# in which small rounded IapifZi of quenched basaltic lava, 
now clay/chlorite altered, form an open textured fabric whose in- 
terstices are fiiled with sparry calcite. These calcite areas have 
chlorite rims and contain pyrite grains. 
CXD 395: 56.49-56.57 m. PTS 6494. 
Be&d tu# in which interstices between plastically deformed 
Lupilii contain chlorite and calcite, and in some cases @de. The 
specimen is crossed by a seam of intense chloritisation centered 
on a calcite veinlet. 
CXD 400: 64.07-64.12 m. PTS 7177. 
Culcu~eous sand&me crossed by chloritic hairline seams. The 
rock is also crossed by a hair fracture carrying small patches of a 
red resinous hydrocarbon. A little &y&e occurs interstitially. 
CXD 400: 64.58-64.67 m. 
Caicareous sandstone crossed by a barren calcite veinlet. Small 
patches of a coppery metallic phase oriented parallel to the bed- 
ding consist mostly of niccolite with lesser pyrite (XRD powder 
photograph Ph 6630). 
CXD 405: 74.30-74.34 m. PTS 6495. 
Calcareous ugglomerate in which pale fragments occur in a fine 
dark matrix. Q&e and minor cha~opyrite are common in certain 
zones in the matrix. Some pyrite occurs as discrete patches of 
massive sulphide. In thin-section micro-porphyritic texture is 
visible in some fragments, while others show a micro-cellular 
structure indicating either exploded pumice or a biological 
origin. 
CXD 410: 80.44-80.47 m. 
Grey fossilz~fcl’oous fim-estone in which pyrite is abundantly im- 
pregnated through the rock and preferentially sited in shell 
fragments. 
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